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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Isotope abundances

In 1919 Aston discovered [1] that the atomic mass of neon is not 20.20, but that neon
consists of a mixture of two isotopes with different abundances and integer mass:20Ne
and22Ne with a ratio of 10:1. Since then it became known that all elements can come as
isotopes, with varying abundances and stability1. Chemically the different isotopes of an
element behave the same, and that is why physics techniques are needed to make a dis-
tinction between the isotopes. Knowledge on the abundance ratio between two isotopes
has important applications in various fields.

An example of the use of the ratio between two stable isotopes is the18O/16O ratio.
This ratio has been used to reconstruct the history of the temperature fluctuations of the
earth [2]. Small air bubbles in the ice at the polar regions captured the air from the period
in which the ice was deposited. Since the18O/16O oxygen isotope ratio is sensitive to
the temperature, the periods of the ice-ages could be reconstructed from an analysis of
the air in these bubbles. Both isotopes of oxygen are stable, and the ratio in abundance is
roughly 1:50. Very precise measurements of the small deviations of this ratio are used to
extract information on the temperature history.

The challenge in the measurement of rare unstable isotopes is quite different. The
relative abundance of these rare isotopes is in the range of 10−10 to 10−16. The abundance
ratio changes over a much wider range, so instead of a precision measurement here the
focus is more on just detecting the rare isotope.

The most well known example of the use of unstable isotopes is the14C dating me-
thod, which is based on the12C/14C ratio ( [3] and references therein). In the atmosphere
this ratio is constant, but in a tree this ratio changes with time when the tree dies and it no
longer absorbs14C from the atmosphere. The ratio changes because the14C nuclëı de-
cay, with a half-life of 5730 years. The accurate determination of this isotope ratio has

1Now we know that neon occurs as three stable isotopes20Ne(90.48 %),21Ne(0.27 %) and22Ne(9.25 %)
with an average mass number of 20.18

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: The major isotopes with a relative abundance below 10−10. Figure adapted from
Wendt et al [7]

become an extremely valuable method to date various materials containing carbon of 500
to 50,000 years old. These are just two examples: a large range of applications has been
found based on the ratio of isotopical abundances. Trace analysis of long-lived radio-
active isotopes has become an important tool in a wide variety of fields. Ranging from
medical science to environmental research, from nuclear safety to archeology, the capa-
bility to detect low-abundance long-lived isotopes has opened many research fields [4–6].

These advances are an important incentive to push the detection limit further, and
be able to detect isotopes with even smaller abundances. With the rapid development in
the last decades of high-power narrow-band lasers the development of new methods for
isotope separation and detection have become possible.

In figure 1.1 the major isotopes with relative abundance less than 10−10 are shown,
including their origin. Most of these very rare isotopes are long-lived with lifetimes
ranging from a few thousand to millions of years. These long-lived radionuclides can
originate either from natural or human sources. The radionuclides of natural origin are
produced in a number of ways: in the nucleosynthesis process in stars, as a decay product
of uranium or thorium, by cosmic-ray induced reactions in the atmosphere or through
natural fission. The man-made radioactive nuclides find their origin in human activities
such as nuclear industry, bomb tests, medical applications, etc.

In this thesis we report on the development of a new method for the ultra-sensitive
detection of rare isotopes, based on the laser cooling and trapping of neutral atoms. The
specific isotope we are interested in is41Ca. This isotope of calcium exists in nature at
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Table 1.1: Properties of the calcium isotopes. Shown are the relative natural abundance and the
half-life time

Isotope Rel. nat. abundance Half-life

39 - 859.6 ms
40 0.9694 stable
41 1·10−14 104,000 yrs
42 0.0065 stable
43 0.0014 stable
44 0.0209 stable
45 - 162.61 d
46 0.00004 stable
47 - 4.536 d
48 0.0019 6·1018 yrs
49 - 8.718 m

a natural abundance which is 14 orders of magnitude lower than that of all the calcium
isotopes together. Why should we be interested specifically in41Ca? In the following it
will be shown that41Ca can provide key understanding on bone diseases and that it could
be used as a dating isotope complementary to14C dating.

1.2 Why 41Ca?
41Ca is an extraordinary isotope of calcium. Two unique properties make41Ca suitable
for a range of possible applications, as will be explained in this section. The first property
is the low abundance of 10−14 with respect to40Ca, which makes up 97 % of all calcium
occurring in nature. This low abundance makes that41Ca is the most attractive calcium
isotope to be used as a tracer in biomedical research, as will be explained in section 1.2.3.
The second property is the instability of41Ca: a41Ca atom decays on average 100,000
years after it was produced. It is this long lifetime that makes41Ca a candidate for the
development of radiocalcium dating, as will be explained in section 1.2.4. In table 1.1 the
half-life time and the abundance of41Ca are compared with the other calcium isotopes.
The long lifetime and the low abundance of41Ca can be understood from the origin and
the decay of41Ca.

1.2.1 The origin and decay of41Ca

In figure 1.2 it is illustrated how41Ca is produced in the atmosphere.41Ca is a long-
lived cosmogenic nucleus, which means that it is (in)directly produced by cosmic ray
particles and that the nucleus is not completely stable. The half-life of41Ca is estimated
at 1.04±0.05·105 years [8]. In the direct process41Ca is created via the spallation of
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Fe, Ni and Ti by high-energy cosmic ray particles. This mechanism is the source of the
production of41Ca in extraterrestrial materials like meteorites, and will be discussed in
section 1.2.5.

The origin of41Ca on earth is capture of thermal neutrons by40Ca. The interaction
of cosmic ray particles with the Earths atmosphere produces a cascade of secondary par-
ticles, which is the main source of thermal neutrons on earth. Thermal neutrons are neu-
trons with a kinetic energy similar to the average kinetic energy of a room-temperature
gas, which is around 10-100 meV.

The neutron-capture reaction is written as40Ca(n,γ)41Ca. Downward moving neu-
trons, produced by the interaction of cosmic rays with the upper atmosphere, are rapidly
thermalized by by the earth surface, giving rise to a significantly enhanced slow neutron
flux at the air-surface interface [10]. Therefore41Ca is mainly produced at the earth’s
surface. For thermal neutrons the capture reaction on to40Ca has a fairly large cross-
section ofσ = 0.41±0.02 barn according to [11] and [12].

The decay of41Ca takes place by orbital electron capture directly into the nucleus,
forming the ground state of41K under the emission of a neutrino. Therefore, the only
detectable radiation resulting from the decay process is the low energy (3.3 keV) Kα
X-ray emission from the41K.

1.2.2 The lifetime and the abundance of41Ca

For a long time there has been uncertainty about the half-life and even about the existence
of 41Ca, as can be seen from figure 1.3. In the search for41Ca in the first half of the 20th
century several authors have attempted to figure out the half-life of41Ca. The reported
values are listen in table 1.2. The year 1951 was an important one in the history of41Ca
research, as the value of the half-life changed from ’several months’ in April [13] via
1.5 ·104 (reported as privative communication by Brownet al [14]) to the very different
value of 1.2±0.4·105 years reported [14] in October 1951. The presently accepted value
is the mean of three measurements by Mabuchiet al [15], Klein et al [16] and Paulet
al [17], and is given by Nishiizumiet alas 1.04±0.05·105 years [8].

The abundance of41Ca on earth can be estimated from the balance between the pro-
duction and the decay rates. Raisbecket al [10] calculate the concentration of41Ca after
exposure to a flux (f ) of neutrons for a time (t) as follows:

41Ca
40Ca

=
f σt 1

2

0.693
(1−e

−0.693t/t 1
2 ) (1.1)

Using a value of 3·10−3 cm−2s−1 for the thermal flux [24],σ = 440mb for the cross-
section andt � t1/2 (t1/2 = 1.3 ·105 years from Emeryet al [22]), Raisbecket al get a
saturation value of41Ca/40Ca∼ 8·10−15. In a recent measurement of the thermal neutron
flux at sea-level [25] a value of 4 cm−2/hr was found: this corresponds to a flux of
1.1·10−3 cm−2s−1, which would result in a saturation value which is a factor of 3 lower.

The first direct measurement of the natural concentration of41Ca was carried out in
1986 at the Argonne National Laboratory using the ATLAS linear accelerator system
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Figure 1.2: An illustration of how 41Ca is produced and decays. The low abundance makes it
suitable as a biomedical tracer, the long lifetime for radiocalcium dating. Shown here is how bone
material has to be shielded from thermal neutrons to stop the production of 41Ca for the dating
application to be reliable. Adapted from Taylor [9]
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year value (yr) ref.
1935 - [18]
1939 - [19]
1940 0.023± 0.0022 [20]
1947 < 1 day [21]
1951 0.246± 0.082 [13]
1951 15,000± 5,000 [14]
1951 120,000± 40,000 [14]
1972 130,000± 10,000 [22]
1974 103,000± 4,000 [15]
1974 113,000± 12,000 [15]
1991 103,000± 7,000 [16]
1991 101,000± 10,000 [17]
1992 101,000± 10,000 [23]
1992 104,000± 5,000 [8]

Figure 1.3: The half-life of 41Ca over the years Table 1.2: Reported values of the half-life of
41Ca

following the pre-enrichment of41Ca at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory using a Ca-
lutron isotope separator. The value obtained was 2.0±0.5 ·10−14 [26] for the 41Ca/Ca
ratio in contemporary bovine bone.

1.2.3 Biomedical research

Perhaps the most promising applications of41Ca are in the field of biomedical research.
Calcium is an important element in the human body: it is a major constituent of the
bone structure, and in the form of Ca2+ plays an important role on the cellular level as a
messenger ion. The low natural abundance of41Ca combined with the low radioactivity
of the isotope make41Ca ideal as a tracer.

The required detection sensitivity ranges from 10−8 to 10−12, which is within the ran-
ge of various experimental methods (Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS), Resonance
Ionization Mass Spectroscopy (RIMS) and Atom Trap Trace Analysis (ATTA)). These
techniques will be briefly introduced in section 1.3.

Osteoporosis and related bone research

Calcium isotopes other than the main isotope40Ca can be used as tracers for studying
calcium metabolism in living systems. The most relevant information about bone health
is transfer of calcium into and out of the bone. During growth this balance is positive,
resulting in an increase in bone mass until a peak value is reached in the third decade
in life [27]. From then onwards the balance becomes increasingly negative, resulting in
a reduction of the bone mineral density. When the reduction of bone mineral density is
progressive, osteoporosis develops. This is associated with an increased risk in hip and
spine fractures. Apart from reducing the quality of life, the financial costs of osteoporosis
are enormous. In 1996, for example, total direct hospital costs arising from hip fractures
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alone amounted nearlyC4 billion within the European Union [28].
Because calcium turnover in bone is so slow, bone calcium can, in principle, be la-

belled in-vivo by administering calcium isotopes. When all of the label isotope that has
not been incorporated into the bone matrix has been excreted from the body, any label
isotope recovered in the urine originates from the bone. Such a direct signal from the
bone could be used for direct identification of changes in the bone calcium balance.

Although technically possible, the use of the stable isotopes42Ca and44Ca [29] is
practically impossible due to the outrageous costs of labelling the skeleton in-vivo [28].
The use of the short-lived radionuclides45Ca (165 d) and47Ca (45 d) is not a real option
because of the damage done to the human body due to energy release associated with their
radioactivity. This does however not hold for the long-living radionuclide41Ca. This
opens up the possibility of labelling bone Calcium in-vivo with negligible health risk,
provided that ultra-sensitive techniques for41Ca analysis are available. The technique of
41Ca trace analysis might not only open up new perspectives for intervention in man, it
could, in principle, be used for patients at risk of developing osteoporosis by labelling
them with41Ca.

Because of the low radioactivity41Ca/Ca fractions of up to 10−8 can be used. After
initial elimination of tracer41Ca from the calcium pools subsequent skeletal calcium tur-
nover maintains and modulates the urine41Ca content. If in response to a given treatment
the rate of bone resorption increases then this can be seen by a decrease of the41Ca/Ca
ratio in the urine [30].

Many people have already been administered41Ca as a side-effect of the use of45Ca
and47Ca. Until recently, it was not known that45Ca and47Ca preparations also contain
41Ca. The41Ca level depends on the proportion of40Ca in the enriched44Ca or46Ca, the
period of neutron activation, and the time between irradiation and usage [30,31].

It should be mentioned that also from nutrition research there is much interest in
sensitive methods to detect41Ca. Stable isotope techniques and radioisotope methods
are the only reliable tools available for determination of the absorption, retention, or
utilization of a nutrient by the human body [27]. The progress in this field of research
depends mainly on improving existing stable isotope techniques and on developing novel
concepts. By improving precision in isotope analysis, isotope doses in experiments on
man can be reduced to physiologically more meaningful levels. This will also enable
reduction of the (often substantial) costs of isotopically labelling a nutrient in a test meal.
Improvements in the mass spectrometric sensitivity will enable the development of new
tracer techniques that have the potential to provide the information required by:
1. governmental institutions for designing food fortification programs;
2. the food industry for developing nutrient-fortified food products; and
3. public health authorities for establishing reliable dietary recommendations for intake
of inorganic nutrients.

The effect of carcinogenic substances on cell messengers

As a kind of cell messenger, Ca2+ in cytoplasm of human cells plays an important role
in maintaining many normal functions of cells. However, the level of Ca2+ in cells
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increases when the cells are exposed to carcinogenic substances. The problem is where
does the increased Ca2+ comes from? There are three possibilities: (1) from the outside
of the cytoplasm membrane, (2) from the inside of the nucleus or organelles and (3)
from both the outside and the inside of the cells. A collaboration has been set up to
investigate this problem using cells which have been labelled with41Ca, planning to do
the measurements with AMS [32].

A neutron specific biomarker in tooth enamel

The measurement of long-lived radionuclides, produced by neutrons originating from the
nuclear-bomb explosions, offers the possibility to reconstruct neutron fluences to which
survivors in Hiroshima and Nagasaki were exposed.41Ca is suggested here as a means
for a retrospective determination of thermal neutron fluences, directly within the human
body of a survivor. As proper material tooth enamel is proposed. The41Ca signal in tooth
enamel may be correlated with the exposure to thermal neutron fluences from the nuclear
bomb explosions, provided the natural background level of41Ca/Ca is significantly lower.
Therefore, tooth samples of survivors which were not exposed by the radiation resulting
from the explosions have been examined by means of AMS, in order to quantify the
natural background level of41Ca/Ca. Measured41Ca/Ca ratios were found to be as low
as about 2· 10−15. Thus, the bomb induced additional signal should be detectable for
survivors at epidemiological relevant distances. Since tooth enamel had already been
used as a dosimeter for gamma radiation from the nuclear bomb explosion, the detection
of 41Ca in tooth enamel would allow, for the first time, an assessment of both,γ-ray and
neutron exposures in the same biological material [33].

1.2.4 Radiocalcium dating

Already in 1963 it was suggested by Yamaguchi that41Ca could be used in a similar fas-
hion as14C to date calcium-containing samples with an age range of 100,000 to 1 million
years [10, 34]. In this section some possible uses of the long half-life of41Ca for dating
are discussed.

Dating sea-bottom sediments

A promising application of radiocalcium dating is the41Ca dating of the shells of plank-
tonic organisms, so-called foraminifera [35], which have been extensively studied using
14C AMS techniques. A submarine sediment may be dated from the age of foraminifera.
Presently, the date of a particular submarine deposit is often determined from relative
dating to an ocean bed of known age. Absolute age measurements are preferred. In prac-
tice, the dating limit of the14C AMS is 500 to 50,000 years because of the relatively
short half-life of14C. 41Ca measurements would open the way to investigate very old
foraminifera and to date sediments up to 1 million years old.

Because different species of foraminifera are found in different environments, pale-
ontologists can use their fossils to determine past environments. If a sample of fossil
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foraminifera contains many species that still exist today, the present-day distribution of
those species can be used to infer the environment there when the fossils were alive.
Even when samples contain all or mostly extinct species, data such as species diversity,
the relative numbers of planktonic and benthic species (planktic:benthic ratio), and the
ratios of different shell types are used to infer past environments.

In addition to using species distributions (whether directly or through diversity and
other ratios) to study past environments, the chemistry of the shell can tell us a lot about
the chemistry of the water in which it grew. Most importantly, the amount of18O in
the ocean-water depends on the global temperature. During an ice age more water is
stored on land in the form of ice, which is strongly depleted in18O. The fractionation
in the uptake of the oxygen isotopes in the shell of the foraminifera is also temperature-
dependent, and these effects together cause the temperature information to be stored in
the deep-sea sediments. More18O in the shells indicates a colder earth climate.

Studies of stable oxygen isotopes in planktonic and benthic foram shells from hund-
reds of deep-sea cores worldwide have been used to map past water temperatures. These
data help us understand how climate has changed in the past and thus how it may change
in the future.

Dating of bones

The use of the a variety of dating methods [9] have resulted in the establishment of
basic chronological structures for the hominid record in the early quaternary, especially
for important sites in eastern Africa. For the late Quaternary - and in particular the
last 30,000 to 50,000 years - chronological frameworks are also reasonably complete
in broad outline for many areas of the world, largely because this period represents the
current practical time span that can be dated by the14C method. In contrast, the dating
frameworks for the period centered on the Middle Pleistocene, about 730,000 to 125,000
years ago, are generally imprecise and ambiguous. A radiocalcium dating method of
bone material from this period could provide valuable information. The various dating
methods and timescales are illustrated in figure 1.4.

The dating of bones using radiocalcium dating has been questioned in recent years.
The 41Ca/40Ca ratio was thoroughly investigated in order to establish a dating method
with 41Ca [10, 36–39]. According to Wallneret al [33] it turned out that the natural
41Ca/40Ca isotope ratio shows remarkable fluctuations depending on the lithosphere-
constitution, erosion rate, altitude and shielding of the cosmic radiation by the Earths
geomagnetic field. Differences in the natural41Ca/Ca ratio of more than two orders of
magnitude were observed, and a range of values from less than 10−15 up to a few times
10−14 was measured in samples collected at different regions around the world. The
possibility to investigate the systematics of these differences is another motivation to
improve the current and alternative methods for the detection of41Ca.
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Figure 1.4: Various dating methods and the timescales on which they can be used. Adapted from
Taylor [9]

1.2.5 Cosmochemistry

The ratio of41Ca/40Ca can be used to determine the exposure history to thermal neu-
trons, since41Ca is produced by the capture of thermal neutrons into40Ca. Because the
41Ca/40Ca is being enriched by this process the detection limit for this application is less
demanding. As an example, the41Ca in a drill core taken from an Apollo space-mission
has been used to measure the low-energy neutron flux in the moon [40]. Other speci-
fic applications of41Ca measurements are [41, 42] the determination of terrestrial ages
(preferably 30200 kyr) of meteorites and its use as a neutron flux monitor in the silicate
phase of stony meteorites in order to obtain information about the shielding and size of
the irradiated body.41Ca related exposure ages of meteorites can be employed in com-
parison with exposure ages related to other longer-lived cosmogenic nuclides to check
the constancy of the galactic cosmic-ray flux with time. Furthermore, there is evidence
for a connection between the flux of galactic cosmic rays and the Earth’s climate during
the past 200,000 years [43]. Further references on this topic are [16,40,44–50].

1.3 Experimental methods to detect41Ca

Different experimental methods exist for the detection of rare isotopes. The general
challenge for the detection of an ultra-rare isotope such as41Ca are however the same.
The following important issues have to be solved:

• Isotope selectivity: The signal of41Ca has to be separated from the signal of the
main interfering isotope40Ca. The required isotope selectivity corresponds to the
difference in abundance: fourteen orders of magnitude or more.
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• Efficiency: In order to do a measurement of the41Ca/40Ca in a reasonable time the
efficiency of the experiment has to be high. The efficiency is defined here as the
fraction of 41Ca that can be detected from the amount originally available in the
sample.

• Detection sensitivity: No matter how efficient the method is, starting with such
a low abundance the final signal obtained from the41Ca present in the sample
will never be very strong. Single atom (or ion) detection capability is therefore
required.

In the next section the experimental approach used in this work, Atom Trap Trace Ana-
lysis (ATTA) is introduced. Before that however we introduce in this section three more
established methods. Low-Level Counting (LLC) is conceptually the simplest method,
and relies on the counting of the radiation emitted in the decay process. Accelerator Mass
Spectrometry (AMS) is the most sensitive method for41Ca detection at the moment, but
also requires the largest experimental setup. A much more compact technique is the re-
cently developed method of Resonance Ionization Mass Spectrometry (RIMS), which is
based on multi-step ionization using narrow-band diode lasers.

1.3.1 Low Level Counting

A well-known method to count the amount of unstable nucleı̈ in a sample is Low Le-
vel Counting (LLC). In LLC the radiation emitted in the decay process of the specific
nuclëı of interest is counted. The sample and the detectors usually have to be shielded
from the background due to cosmic radiation in order to achieve a high sensitivity. This
method was first established for14C by de Vries in 1952 [51].

Can this method be applied to41Ca? The decay of41Ca takes place by orbital electron
capture directly to the ground state of41K [52]. Therefore, the only radiation given of
is the low energy (3.3 keV) X-ray from the41K and a neutrino [9]. When measuring
41Ca in a thick sample there is a problem of very strong self-absorption of these X-rays.
This problem came up when analyzing concrete from nuclear reactors. In Japan concrete
from decommissioned nuclear reactors has to be analyzed for41Ca activity. Above a
maximum allowed activity of 1.5 ·108 Bq per ton of concrete a special barrier has to be
constructed [53]. Therefore alternative methods to LLC like AMS and RIMS have been
considered for determining the41Ca concentration.

Another problem is the long lifetime combined with the natural abundance of41Ca.
The problems of counting the decay radiation using this method are pointed out by Rais-
becket al [10]: after estimating the natural abundance at 8·10−15, it is mentioned that
”This corresponds to an activity of 1· 10−3 disintegrations per minute per gramme of
Ca - about 104 times smaller than for contemporary14C.”We have to conclude therefore
that for the determination of natural41Ca concentrations LLC is likely to be not sensitive
enough.
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Figure 1.5: A schematic overview of a typical AMS facility [56]

1.3.2 Accelerator Mass Spectrometry

The most sensitive method for41Ca detection at the moment is Accelerator Mass Spec-
trometry (AMS) [54,55]. A very low value of(1.9±0.5) ·10−15 for a 41Ca/Ca ratio has
been measured by Wallneret al [33] at the AMS laboratory in M̈unchen. It should be
noted however that only very few AMS machines can reach this sensitivity.

AMS combines techniques from magnetic spectrometry and nuclear physics. As an
example, the schematic of the AMS instrument of PRIME Lab in the USA [56] is shown
in figure 1.5. A beam of negative molecular and atomic ions is produced from the target
material in the ion source and mass analyzed to approximately one atomic mass unit
resolution. Ions are attracted to a solid foil or gas collision cell at high potential (110
MeV). As the ions pass through the foil or gas, two or more electrons are removed and
the atomic and molecular ions become positively charged. The ions are then accelerated
away from the positive potential. A relatively abundant charge state (e.g. 3+ at 4 MeV for
C) is selected by another mass analyzer. Removal of many of the electrons has destroyed
all molecules. Only atomic ions at high energies (10 to 100 MeV) are left, which can
be uniquely identified with an appropriate detector. The destruction of molecular isobars
and unique identification of atomic isobars are the main reasons AMS has such a low
detection limit. The size and complexity of these instruments can be rather daunting. The
PRIME Lab AMS shown in figure 1.5 is approximately 60 m from one end to the other.
Review articles describing recent AMS developments can be found in the references
[6,57,58].

In the case of14C interfering isobars of14N are removed because they do not form
negative ions: the interfering isobar for41Ca is41K, which however readily forms nega-
tive ions. Therefore molecular ions have to be used. The most efficient molecular ion
to use is CaH−3 from calcium hydride (CaH2). CaH−3 is much more easily formed than
KH−

3 , therefore the41K background is strongly reduced. The drawback is the strong
hygroscopic character of calcium hydride, which requires sample handling under argon
atmosphere and an elaborate chemical treatment. However, in order to reach the high
currents and the reduced background required in order to reach the sensitivity reported
by Wallneret al [33] usage of calcium hydride can not be avoided. An important advan-
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Figure 1.6: The experimental arrangement for high-resolution RIMS, taken from [62]

tage of ATTA when comparing to AMS might be the much simpler chemical preparation,
especially attractive when considering medical applications which could take place in a
dedicated room in an hospital.

1.3.3 Resonance Ionization Mass Spectrometry

In the field of rare isotope research, laser resonance ionization has nowadays become one
of the key techniques [7]. The main isotope selective process is the multi-step ionization
of the isotope of interest, followed by the detection of the ions using a quadrupole mass
spectrometer. RIMS measurements with highest isotopic selectivity have been reported
on a number of isotopes, like3He [59], 41Ca [60],90Sr [18] and135;137Cs [61]. A high
optical isotopic selectivity of> 1012 has been realized in the case of41Ca, combined
with an overall efficiency of 3·10−5 [62]. As an example the experimental arrangement
for high-resolution RIMS is shown in figure 1.6.

1.4 Atom Trap Trace Analysis

Atom Trap Trace Analysis (ATTA) is an experimental method pioneered in recent years
by the group of Lu in Argonne, USA [63–67]. ATTA experiments combine various opti-
cal techniques, each of which is isotope selective. The mechanism of isotope selection is
the repeated excitation (by a laser) of an optically accessible electronic transition in the
neutral atom. Because of the isotope shift the scattering force induced by light of a fixed
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Figure 1.7: A schematic overview of the experimental setup, which will be presented in detail in
chapter 3

Isotope Applications Trap transition Reference
39Ar Trace deep ocean currents 4s[3/2]2 → 4p[5/2]3, 812 nm [4]
81Kr Dating of ancient groundwater 5s[3/2]2 → 5p[5/2]3, 811 nm [65]
90Sr Monitor nuclear fall out 5 1S0 → 5 1P◦1, 461 nm [69]
135,137Cs Monitor long-lived nuclear waste 6 2S1/2 → 6 2P3/2, 852 nm [70]
205Pb Measure time-integrated solar neutrino flux 6 3P0→ 7 3P◦1, 283 nm [71,72]

Table 1.3: Some isotopes that can be analyzed with ATTA. Sr, Cs, and Pb can be trapped in their
ground levels

frequency is different for the different isotopes. It is the ratio between the natural line-
width and the isotope shift of the pumping transition that determines the selectivity that
in principle can be reached between two neighboring isotopes. In the case of the calcium
isotopes the isotope shift is about five times the natural linewidth; therefore isotope selec-
tivity in laser pumping of calcium isotopes is possible. Reducing the Doppler broadening
of the transition is a necessity. Therefore cold atoms are an ideal and necessary tool for
ultra-sensitive isotope detection. Samples of cold atoms can be obtained by laser cooling
and trapping in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) [68], which is the central element of an
ATTA experiment. The trap is loaded by an atomic beam setup. To increase the fraction
of atoms that can be captured by the trap a Zeeman slower is used. In the Zeeman slower
part of the broad initial thermal distribution of atoms is slowed down to a velocity that
can be captured by the trap, which is typically 50 m/s. A few examples of elements to
which ATTA can be applied are given in table 1.4. To illustrate the method a schematic
drawing of our experimental setup is shown in figure 1.7.

The final sensitivity that can be reached in an ATTA experiment is limited either by
the background of40Ca atoms or by the loading rate of the trap. The background of
40Ca atoms can be reduced by improving the isotope selectivity, the loading rate can be
increased by improving the efficiency. In the ATTA measurements reported on in [66]
the isotope selectivity was the limiting factor for the sensitivity. In this thesis the isotope
selectivity has been investigated in detail. We will see that this results in a setup in which
the search for41Ca atoms is no longer limited by the isotope selectivity but by the loading
efficiency. At the moment the loading efficiency is limited by the laser power available
for the experiment.
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1.5 Outline of this thesis

In chapter 2 the necessary theory of laser cooling and trapping of calcium is treated. It
will be shown how the spontaneous force that arises from the scattering of photons by
an atom can be used to slow atoms down and even bring them to a halt in a magneto-
optical trap. In chapter 3 the experimental setup is introduced that was designed and
built during the course of this project. A number of computer simulations that have been
done to study the feasibility of isotope separation using laser cooling and trapping is
presented in chapter 4. These simulations have been an important tool for the design
of various parts of the experimental setup and for the understanding of the experimental
results. The experimental results that could be obtained with the constructed experiment
are presented in chapter 5. The conclusions and a look into the future are presented in
chapter 6.





Chapter 2

Laser Cooling and Trapping of
Calcium

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter the most relevant principles for understanding the cooling and trapping of
calcium isotopes will be introduced. After a general introduction on the alkaline-earth
atoms and the isotopes of calcium in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 the atomic structure of
both the odd and even isotopes of calcium is treated (section 2.2). In section 2.3 the
implications of the atomic structure for laser cooling are discussed. In the last section
some applications of the cooling principles are treated: transverse atomic beam cooling,
beam slowing, beam deflection and magneto-optical trapping.

2.1.1 Alkaline-earth atoms

Alkaline-earth atoms are the atoms of the second column of the periodic system of the
elements. Their electronic structure is characterized by a closed outer shell of twoselec-
trons. Calcium has twenty electrons: the electronic configuration is that of argon plus
two electrons outside the filled 3p shell, [Ar]4s2. After the trapping of most alkali atoms
(hydrogen, lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidium, cesium and francium), attention has
been paid to the cooling and trapping of the alkaline-earths. Five years after demonstra-
ting the first Magneto-Optical Trap for sodium by Raabet al [68] calcium was trapped
for the first time in 1992 by Kurosu and Shimizu [73]. Other members of the alkaline-
earth atom group are beryllium, magnesium, strontium, barium and radium. These atoms
share some interesting properties for cold atom research. The spin-forbidden intercom-
bination lines between the singlet and triplet system have very narrow linewidths, and
are therefore studied for use in ultra-precise atomic clocks [74–76]. The ground-state
of the even isotopes has zero nuclear spin and in most cases there is a strong resonance
transition, suitable for cooling, from the1S0 ground state to the1P1 excited state.

17
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Table 2.1: Properties of the calcium isotopes. Shown are the relative natural abundance, the
nuclear spin, the half-life time and for the stable isotopes the isotope shift of the cooling transition
relative to 40Ca in MHz. The shifts given for 41Ca and 43Ca are for the 9/2, 7/2 and 5/2 hyperfine
components respectively

Isotope Rel. nat. abundance Nucl. spin Half-life Isotope-shift (MHz)

39 - 3/2 859.6 ms
40 0.9694 0 stable 0
41 1·10−14 7/2 103,000 yrs 154/248/303
42 0.0065 0 stable 393
43 0.0014 7/2 stable 554/633/675
44 0.0209 0 stable 774
45 - 7/2 162.61 d
46 0.00004 0 stable 1160
47 - 7/2 4.536 d
48 0.0019 0 6·1018 yrs 1513
49 - 3/2 8.718 m

2.1.2 Calcium isotopes

By far the most abundant isotope of calcium is40Ca, as can be seen from table 2.1 in
which isotopic properties of relevance for this research are shown. By far the least abun-
dant natural isotope is41Ca. In the following sections the electronic structure of the
calcium isotopes will be discussed. Only the odd isotopes have a nuclear spin. This is
explained in section 2.2.3. The presence of the nuclear spin has some important conse-
quences for the electronic structure, and therefore also for the cooling and trapping of
the odd isotopes. Besides the difference in the electronic structure due to the spin of the
nucleus there is the isotope shift of the levels, mostly due to the mass of the nucleus. The
resulting differences in the frequency of the cooling transition are summarized in figure
2.1.

2.2 Electronic structure of the calcium isotopes

Since for the even isotopes the nuclear spin is absent, first the electronic structure of the
even isotopes will be considered. The electronic structure of the even isotopes is different
only because of the isotope shift, treated in the next section. Then we will discuss the
nuclear spin of the odd isotopes, and show how that influences the electronic structure.
Finally the interaction of an external magnetic field with both even and odd isotopes will
be discussed.
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Figure 2.1: The energy shifts of the excited state of the cooling transition for the different isotopes
relative to 40Ca. For the odd isotopes the three hyperfine components are shown

2.2.1 The even calcium isotopes

Instead of giving a complete treatment of the electronic structure of calcium from first
principles (which can be found in many textbooks e.g. [77]) here only a short summary
will be given, focussing on the most important implications for laser cooling and trap-
ping.

The spins of the two valence electrons can be aligned either parallel or antiparallel.
Therefore the different terms can be split in a singlet system and a triplet system. In the
singlet system the spins of the two electrons are aligned anti-parallel, therefore the total
spin S=0. For parallel aligned electrons the total spin is S=1. The most relevant energy
levels are shown in the Grotrian diagram in figure 2.2. The transition from the ground
state (4s2 1S0) to the (4s4p1P1) state, corresponding to a wavelength of 423 nm, has the
largest transition rate. This transition is well suited for laser cooling because of the high
transition rate (2.18·108 /s) and the large photon energy (2.7 eV).

2.2.2 Isotope shifts

The difference in the composition of the nucleus for two isotopes of an element influences
the energy levels of the atom: this can be detected as a shift in the resonance energy (or
frequency) of a given electronic transition. A measurement of this isotope shift is actually
a very useful tool to learn about the nuclear structure. The measured isotope shift of a
particular optical transition is the sum of a shift due to the change in mass of the nucleus
and of a shift resulting from the variation of the nuclear charge radius (the volume effect)
[78]. The mass shift can further be separated into a normal mass shift coefficient and a
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Figure 2.2: A Grotrian diagram showing some of the most relevant states of the 40Ca atom. The
singlet and the triplet system can be seen. Wavelengths of the most relevant transitions are given
in nm (upper number), as well as the transition rates in s−1. The thickness of the connecting lines
indicates the strength of the transition. Only very weak transitions are possible between the singlet
and the triplet system
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specific mass shift coefficient. The normal mass shift coefficient can easily be calculated.
The specific mass shift is due to the interactions (correlations) between the different outer
electrons, and can not be calculated easily. For light nuclei such as calcium, the mass
effect dominates, and the volume effect and the nuclear structure effects contribute as a
rule less than 10% of the total shift. The isotope shifts of the cooling transition for the
various isotopes of calcium are given in table 2.1. These shifts have been measured most
accurately by N̈ortersḧauseret al in 1998 [78].

2.2.3 Nuclear spin

The nuclear spin of the calcium isotopes can be explained by the independent particle
or shell model of the nucleus. In the independent particle model [79] we find that in the
case of40Ca all levels up to the the 1d3/2 level are completely filled by the 20 neutrons.
When we add another neutron the next shell is populated. The resulting total angular
momentum for a nucleon with intrinsic spins= (1/2)h̄ in an orbit l with total angular
momentumj=l+s is l ±1/2. The next available level is the 1f7/2 level; so the resulting
nuclear spin of any odd number of neutrons up to47Ca is 7/2. The two neutrons of the
even isotopes pair up in an antiparallel configuration with a resulting 0 nuclear spin. With
48Ca we reach another completely filled shell: adding more neutrons will populate the
next level, 2p3/2, resulting in a 3/2 nuclear spin. Removing a neutron from the closed
1d3/2 shell of40Ca, ending up with39Ca, also results in a net nuclear spin of 3/2.

2.2.4 The odd calcium isotopes: hyperfine structure

In first order, theIJ coupling can be described by a magnetic dipole interaction and
an electric quadrupole interaction. For a particular hyperfine sublevel, identified by the
hyperfine quantum number F, the energy shift induced by both effects is given by the
Casimir formula [80]

∆EF =
A
2

C+
B
4

3C(C+1)/2−2I(I +1)J(J+1)
(2I −1)(2J−1)IJ

(2.1)

where A is the magnetic dipole coupling constant, also called the hyperfine structure con-
stant, B is the electronic quadrupole constant and C is composed from the state quantum
numbers as

C = F(F +1)−J(J+1)− I(I +1)

For 41Ca the isotope shifts and hyperfine splitting have been measured [78], from
whichA andB can be calculated. The values found for41Ca are an isotope shift of 221.8
MHz, A = −18.58 MHz, B = −5.1 MHz and I = 7

2. For the excited 4s4p1P1 term
J = 1, which means thatF = 5

2, 7
2, 9

2. The energy shifts with respect to40Ca, including
the isotope shift, are

∆E9/2 = 154
∆E7/2 = 248
∆E5/2 = 303

(2.2)
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For the ground stateJ = 0 and soF = 7/2 ( [77], [78]). The situation is similar for43Ca,
where the following energy shifts with respect to40Ca are found:

∆E9/2 = 554
∆E7/2 = 633
∆E5/2 = 675

(2.3)

2.2.5 Interaction with an external magnetic field

Depending on its strength, an external applied magnetic field (B0) interacts with the total
or the individual magnetic moments. The resulting shift of the interaction energy is the
Zeeman effect.

The simplest case is that of the even isotopes, where the nuclear spin is absent. This
state has L=1, S=0. The interaction energy is given by

Vm j =−−→µJ ·
−→
B = gJµBmJB (2.4)

In this equation the fine-structure Landég-factor is introduced,

gJ = 1+
J(J+1)+S(S+1)−L(L+1)

2J(J+1)
(2.5)

In the case of the1P1 stateL = J sogJ = gL = 1. The result is a linear shift of the energy
with magnetic field. The magnitude of the shift can be calculated from the values ofgJ

andµB and is± 1.45 MHz / Gauss for themJ =±1 states.
For the odd isotopes the situation is more complex. Initially, for weak magnetic

fields, the external magnetic field interacts with the magnetic moment of the total angular
momentum

VHFS =−−→µF ·
−→
B = gFµBmFB (2.6)

In this equation the hyperfine-structure Landég-factorgF is introduced:

gF = gJ

(
F(F +1)+J(J+1)− I(I +1)

2(F +1)

)
−gI

me

mp

(
F(F +1)+ I(I +1)−J(J+1)

2F(F +1)

)
(2.7)

The result is a splitting for weak magnetic fields of each term into 2F+1 equidistant
components.

If the external magnetic field B0 is strong enough, the coupling between I and J
is lifted and one speaks of the Paschen-Back effect of the hyperfine structure which is
also called the Back-Goudsmit effect. The LS coupling is determined by the magnetic
moments of the electrons and remains in effect. It is stronger than the IJ coupling which is
determined by an electronic moment and a much weaker nuclear moment. The resulting
energy shift of the hyperfine levels is given by

EmJmI = gJµBmJB+AJmJmI −gI µNmI B (2.8)
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The first term in this equation is the Zeeman splitting of the multiplet with quantum
number J, while the second term splits Zeeman sub-levelmJ into (2I+1) hyperfine com-
ponents. If the field is strong enough, the effect of the external field on the nucleus is no
longer negligible compared to internal field. Therefore the third term is included.

The region of the transition between the limiting cases of strong and weak fields is
usually very difficult to calculate, and can only be approximated. For this process, a
Mapleprogram, adapted from a program written by T. Loftus [81] was used. Details of
the program can be found in ref. [82] and will not be reproduced here. The resulting
shifts of the states are shown in figure 2.3. As a function of the applied external magnetic
field the three hyperfine states, corresponding to F=5/2, 7/2 and 9/2, are split. It can be
seen that also the ground state is split, although the splitting is negligible compared to
that of the excited state.

For comparison also the shift of the excited state of40Ca is shown. Important to note
is that the slope of the (F = 9/2, mF = 9/2) component of the excited state of41Ca is
similar to the slope of themJ = 1 component of the excited state of40Ca. The strength
of the magnetic field required for trapping is thus similar for both odd and even isotopes.

2.2.6 Transition strengths

The final part of this section is devoted to the calculation of the transition strength of
the cooling transition. It is important to know how the nuclear spin of the odd isotopes
influences the transition strength within the hyperfine states of the odd isotopes. This is
of relevance to laser cooling and trapping because of optical pumping effects that arise
when using polarized light, for example in sub-Doppler cooling.

The transition strength is given by the square of the transition matrix elementµeg,
which consists of a radial and an angular part. The radial part is the same for all transi-
tions between two terms in the ground state and the excited state, and is therefore only
a numerical factor that determines the absolute value of the coupling (Wigner-Eckhardt
theorem). For simplicity and because we are only interested in the relative strength of
the coupling for the odd and even isotopes the radial part is omitted here.

For the even isotopes the angular part of the transition matrix element is given by

(−1)L′+S−M′
J
√

(2J+1)(2J′+1)×
{

L′ J′ S
J L 1

}(
J 1 J′

MJ q −M′
J

)
(2.9)

where S is the spin quantum number,{} are Wigner 6j symbols and () are Wigner 3j
symbols. The quantum numbers with an accent are quantum numbers of the excited state,
the others of the ground state. The polarization of the light is indicated byq: q = +1 for
σ+ polarized light,q = 0 for linear polarized light andq = −1 for σ− polarized light.
For our simple1S0 - 1P1 transition usingσ+ light the angular part of the transition matrix
element is

(−1)(0) ·
√

3·
√

1/3·
√

1/3 =
1
3

√
3
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Figure 2.3: The hyperfine Zeeman splitting of the 1S0-1P1 transition of 41Ca as a function of the
applied magnetic field. The splitting is shown relative to 40Ca. For comparison also the much
simpler splitting of the excited state of 40Ca is shown. In the lower part of the figure the scale of
the splitting of the ground state of the odd-isotopes is plotted
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For the odd isotopes we have to include the nuclear spin, and the expression becomes

(−1)1+L′+S+J+J′+I−m′F
√

(2J+1)(2J′+1)(2F +1)(2F ′+1)

×
{

L′ J′ S
J L 1

}{
J′ F ′ I
F J 1

}(
F 1 F ′

MF q −M′
F

)
(2.10)

In figure 2.4 the calculated relative transition strengths are shown. They are multiplied by
a factor of 252 to have all integer numbers. This scheme is the same for43Ca,45Ca and
47Ca, because they have the same nuclear spin. Important to note is that the angular part
of the transition matrix element for a transition in any of the odd isotopes frommF = 7/2
to mF = 9/2 is

(−1)(4) ·
√

240·
√

1/3·−1/2
√

1/6·−
√

1/10=
1
3

√
3

and thus equal in strength to the transition in the even isotopes. This is important for the
isotope selectivity that can be reached in the experiment, as will be discussed in chapter
4. The sum of the transition strengths for the 9/2, 7/2 and 5/2 states varies with(2F +1).
The ratio between the total transition strengths therefore is 10 : 8 : 6.

2.3 Laser cooling theory

2.3.1 Interaction of light with atoms: saturation intensity

Consider a two level system with a ground state populationN1 and an excited state po-
pulationN2 such that the total populationN1 +N2 = 1. The decay rate from the excited
state to the ground state is given byΓ, and the corresponding lifetime of the excited state
is given by 1/Γ = τ. A laser is tuned exactly to the resonance (detuningδ = 0) with an
intensityI . A saturation parameters is defined as

s= 2

(
Ω
Γ

)2

≡ I
Is

(2.11)

whereΩ is the Rabi frequency. Here the saturation intensityIs is introduced. This is the
intensity at which the transition is power-broadened by a factor of

√
2. Its value depends

on the details of the transition and is given by

Is =
πhc
3λ3τ

(2.12)

The excited state fraction is defined as

p≡ N2

N1 +N2
=

1
2

s

1+s+(2δ
Γ )2

(2.13)

which for I = Is andδ = 0 is 1/4. In the limit of very high intensity (I � Is) the maximum
achievable population in the excited state is equal to the population of the ground state.
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Figure 2.4: The transition strengths between the excited state 1P1 and the ground state 1S0 for
Ca-41, 43, 45 and 47. The strength is given in the smallest possible integer numbers
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2.3.2 Scattering rate and radiation pressure

A two-level atom scatters photons when it is illuminated by a laser tuned to an electro-
nic transition. Momentum is transferred from the photons to the atom because of the
asymmetry between the absorption and emission processes: the photons absorbed from
the laser beam all come from the same direction while the emission of the photons by
the atom has an angular distribution that is inversion symmetric, i.e. the same number of
photons is emitted in a given direction and the opposite direction. The resulting momen-
tum transfer is called radiation pressure and it is the principal force in laser cooling. The
Doppler shiftωD of a moving atom, the isotope shiftδIS and the natural linewidthΓ of
the transition together determine the effective scattering rate of a specific isotope. For a
specific laser detuning∆ and powers the scattering rateγp [83] is given by

γp =
sΓ/2

1+s+(2(∆+ωD +δIS)/Γ)2 (2.14)

2.3.3 Optical Molasses and the spontaneous force

Consider a two-level atom with a frequency interval between ground and excited state of
ω0, irradiated by a laser beam of angular frequencyω and wavelengthλ. The frequency
width of the laser is assumed to be smaller than the natural width of the transition. The
detuning of the laser from resonance is given by∆ = ω−ω0. An atom moving with ve-
locity v in the direction of propagation of the laser sees the laser light frequency Doppler
shifted down (red detuning) by 2πv/λ = kv, for a total detuning of∆− kv. The excited
state population decays to the ground state at a rateΓ; the strength of the laser-induced
coupling between the ground and the excited states is characterized by the saturation
intensity Is. For light with a wavelengthλ, the momentum carried by one photon is
h/λ = h̄k. The average force on an atom moving in the positive(+)/negative(-) direction
is this momentum times the average rate of absorbing photons:

F± =±h̄k
Γ
2

s
1+s+[2(∆∓kv)/Γ]2

(2.15)

This force, often called the radiation-pressure force, scattering force, or the spontaneous
force, is in the direction of propagation of the light. The upper(lower) sign refers to the
force from the laser light propagating in the positive (negative) direction. The sign of the
force depends on the laser detuning with respect to the excited state: for negative (red)
detuning of a few times the natural linewidth the force is positive, for positive (blue)
detuning the force is negative. Note that the maximum value of this force is ¯hkΓ/2
for I/Is� 1. For calcium atoms irradiated by light resonant with the 4s2 1S0 - 4s4p 1P1

transition (λ = 423 nm andΓ = 34 MHz) the acceleration corresponding to the maximum
force is 2.6·106m/sec2. Is for this transition is 59.9 mW/cm2.

One-dimensional classical optical molasses is formed when we consider two counter-
propagating laser beams. The average force on the atom is given byF+ +F−. In the case
of low intensity the two lasers act independently on the atoms such that we can neglect
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Figure 2.5: The spontaneous force (equation 2.16) versus velocity. The dashed curves are the
individual forces for each of the two counterpropagating beams, and the solid curve is the net force

stimulated emission, power broadening or level shifts and we have for the total force

F =
h̄kΓ
2

I
Is

kv
Γ

16∆/Γ
1+ 8

Γ2 (∆2 +k2v2)+ 16
Γ4 (∆2−k2v2)2

(2.16)

It can be seen from this equation that the force is a product of the maximum radiation-
pressure force, a normalized intensity, the ratio of the Doppler shift to the linewidth, and
a factor depending on the detuning and the velocity. The spontaneous force, given by
equation 2.16, is plotted in figure 2.5.

In the approximation that|kv| � Γ and|kv| � |∆| we have

F = 4h̄k
I
I0

kv(2∆/Γ)
[1+(2∆/Γ)2]2

(2.17)

For the case of the red-detuning the atoms see the laser beam opposing their motion Dop-
pler shifted closer to resonance, so they absorb photons directed opposite their motion
more often than photons directed along their motion. For∆ < 0 this is a friction force,
linear in v and opposingv. This damping force can be written asF = −αv, where we
have the damping coefficient

α = 4h̄k2 I
Is

(2∆/Γ)
[1+(2∆/Γ)2]2

(2.18)

The capture velocityvc = Γ/k is the velocity corresponding to the maximum force of the
optical molasses, and depends on the linewidth of the transition used. For calcium on
the cooling transition this velocity is 14.64 m/s [83], and the maximum acceleration is
2.6·106 m/s2.
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2.3.4 The Doppler limit

Atoms are not cooled to zero kinetic energy in optical molasses. There is a heating me-
chanism connected to the discrete momentum-steps that the atoms make during emission
and absorption. Since the atomic momentum changes by ¯hk, the kinetic energy changes
on the average by at least the recoil energyEr = h̄2k2/2M = h̄ωr . This means that the
average frequency of each absorption isωabs = ωa + ωr and the average frequency of
each emission isωemit = ωa−ωr , whereωa is the frequency of the laser light that was
absorbed. Thus the light field loses an average energy of ¯h(ωabs−ωemit) = 2h̄ωr for each
scattering. This loss occurs at a rate of 2γp, and the energy is converted to atomic kinetic
energy because of the recoil from each event. These recoils are in random directions,
thus the atomic sample is heated.

The competition between heating and damping forces results in a steady state nonzero
kinetic energy,(h̄Γ/8)(2|∆|/Γ +Γ/2|∆|). This energy has a minimum for a detuning of
∆ = −Γ/2. The temperature corresponding to the minimum of the kinetic energy is
TD = h̄Γ/2kB, which is called the Doppler temperature or the Doppler cooling limit.
For 40Ca this temperature is 831µK, and it is the minimum temperature to which the
calcium atoms can be cooled in optical molasses. For the odd isotopes more complicated
cooling mechanisms might occur. The treatment of these so-called sub-Doppler cooling
mechanisms is however beyond the scope of this thesis. More on sub-Doppler cooling in
general can be found in [84,85]. More specifically, the sub-Doppler cooling of alkaline-
earth atoms is addressed in [86].

2.4 Laser cooling of atomic beams

2.4.1 Atomic beam compression

The transverse velocity of the atomic beam is determined by the exit channels of the
oven: in our experiment these channels have a ratio of 1:10 (see section 3.4, resulting
in a maximum transverse velocity which is about one tenth of the longitudinal velocity.
The resulting divergence of the atomic beam is a major loss factor for the efficiency of
the experiment.

By using optical molasses the transverse velocity component of the atoms can be
reduced. Laser beams intersecting the atomic beam under an angle of 90◦ with a red
detuning of∼ 1Γ can reduce the transverse velocity component to the Doppler limit. The
transverse velocity that can typically be cooled is up to 20 m/s with a few mW of laser
light. The main reason for implementing a compression stage in an ATTA experiment is
to increase the efficiency of the transfer of atoms from the oven to the trap.

2.4.2 Atomic beam deflection

The simplest method of deflecting an atomic beam is to irradiate it from one side with
laser-light tuned to an atomic resonance. The resulting absorption and spontaneous emis-
sion of photons induces a radiation pressure that deflects the atoms. However, the draw-
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backs of this simple method are large. If the interaction time is long enough the atoms
will Doppler shift out of resonance, resulting in an impulse which is independent of tran-
sit time. However, even if all atoms receive the same impulse, the deflection angle is
inversely proportional to the longitudinal momentum. It is therefore necessary to narrow
the longitudinal velocity as much as possible to maintain a collimated deflected beam.

An alternative method for large angle deflection of an atomic beam, using a light field
and keeping thek vectors always perpendicular to the atomic trajectory was proposed by
Ashkin [87] and was realized with sodium atoms by Nellesenet al [88]. This method
would work well for calcium atomic beams with velocities higher than≈ 150 m/s: the
longitudinal velocity on the desired circular orbit has to be large compared to the velocity
corresponding with the natural linewidth of the cooling transition. Since the natural
linewidth for calcium is rather large (34 MHz) this method is not well suited for calcium
beams with velocities around 50 m/s.

The best option for the deflection of a slow calcium beam is a one-dimensional op-
tical molasses [89] inclined by an angleα with respect to the atomic beam that damps
the velocity components of the atoms in the direction of the lasers. This component is
v·sin(α) and has to be smaller than the capture velocity of the optical molasses. The pos-
sibility of large-angle deflection of a calcium beam has been shown by Witteet al. [66].
They deflected an estimated 1010 atoms/s over an angle of 30◦ with mean longitudinal ve-
locities of 35 m/s and a velocity width of approximately 13 m/s. The transverse velocity
of the deflected atoms was close to the one-dimensional Doppler limit.

In the Alcatraz experiment the deflection stage is an important step in the isotope
selectivity, as is shown in chapter 4 and 5.

2.4.3 Atomic beam slowing

Because atoms can only be trapped in an Magneto-Optical Trap if they already move
rather slow (< 60 m/s) it is necessary for a high efficiency experiment to slow the thermal
distribution of atoms down. When decelerating atoms with a counterpropagating beam
tuned to a fixed frequency the atoms can only be slowed down over a relatively narrow
velocity range. This is because the change in velocity will quickly be so large that they
are no longer resonant with the slowing laser: the Doppler shift can be much larger then
the natural linewidth of the transition. For the cooling transition in calcium the natural
linewidth is 34 MHz; the Doppler shift is 2.4 MHz/m/s, so the velocity range over which
deceleration can be reached in this fashion is only∼ 15 m/s.

The solution to this problem was found in 1982 by Phillips and Metcalf [90], by
introducing a so-called Zeeman slower. In a Zeeman slower a spatially varying magnetic
field is applied so that the Zeeman shift compensates the Doppler shift as the atoms travel
through the slower.

The changing Zeeman shift can be created by providing a magnetic field of the form

B(z) = Bb +B0

√
1−z/z0 (2.19)

This form follows for a special case of constant deceleration.Bb is a bias field, that does
not change as a function ofz, z0 = Mv2

0/ηh̄kΓ the length of the device, and we define
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v0 as the maximal initial velocity.η (η < 1) is a design parameter defined bya = ηamax

wherea is the acceleration (which is negative in a Zeeman slower) andamax= h̄kΓ/2M.
The maximum magnetic fieldB0 is given byB0 = h̄kv0/µB.

The function of the bias field is the following. Most often the slow atoms are loaded
directly in an atom trap from the exit of the Zeeman slower. To prevent the interaction
of the slowing laser beam with the trapped atoms the slowing laser beam is shifted by
∼ 10 linewidths in frequency. To maintain the resonance conditions the magnetic field is
shifted accordingly using the bias field. If the bias field is chosen to be opposite in sign
to the slowing field it also reduces the absolute value of magnetic field required.

Typical values for a calcium Zeeman slower areamax = 2.6 · 106 m/s2, B0 = 1600
Gauss (corresponding to a maximum slowing velocity of 1000 m/s), and a length of 0.4
- 1 meter. The length depends strongly on the laser power available and the capture
velocity chosen. The final velocity of the atoms is typically 50 m/s, which can be chosen
by tuning the frequency of the slowing laser.

2.5 Trapping

2.5.1 The Magneto-Optical Trap

Atoms can be trapped in a Magneto-Optical Trap (MOT) which consists of a combination
of three orthogonal pairs of laser-beams (forming a 3D optical molasses) with a quadru-
pole magnetic field. The magnetic field is generated by a pair of coils in anti-Helmholtz
configuration. The resulting magnetic field is zero in the center of the trap and increases
in magnitude in all directions. The principle of the trapping force in a MOT is shown for
a one-dimensional case in figure 2.6. A schematic drawing of the laser configuration and
the magnetic field in three dimensions is shown in figure 2.7.

For calcium typically about 106 atoms can be trapped in a volume of 1 mm3. The
velocity distribution in the trap corresponds to a temperature of a few mK above absolute
zero. The capture velocity of the trap depends on the magnetic field gradient and the
laser detuning and power. A typical value is about 60 m/s for a (red) detuning of 55 MHz
and a magnetic field gradient of 60 G/cm.

2.5.2 The average trapping time and trap loss mechanisms

The average time that a calcium atom remains trapped in the MOT is limited due to
various loss mechanisms. We will discuss the various contributions to the loss in the
following part of this chapter. The time evolution of the number of trapped atoms can be
written as

dN
dt

= R− γN−β
Z

n2(r)d3r (2.20)

where R is the atom capture rate,γ is the linear loss rate coefficient,β is the rate coef-
ficient for two-body collisions andn(r) is the number density. The linear loss from a
calcium MOT is caused by two processes: the loss due to a ’leak’ in the level structure
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Figure 2.6: Arrangement for a MOT in 1D. Because of the Zeeman shift of the atomic frequencies
in the inhomogeneous magnetic field, atoms at the right are closer to resonance with the σ−-laser
beam than with the σ+ beam, and are therefore driven towards the center of the trap

of calcium, and the loss due to collisions with the background gas. First we will exami-
ne the linear losses with the aid of a rate-equation model, taking into account the level
structure of the calcium atom and the possibility to increase the average trapping time by
using a repump-laser. Then we will analyze the effect of collisions between the trapped
particles.

Rate equations

The average trapping time can be investigated by analyzing the system of coupled levels
and transitions. Figure 2.8 illustrates the levels and transitions taken into account. This
model is an extended version of the model developed by Grünert [91]. It is assumed that
the strong trap laser radiation at 423 nm constantly excites atoms from the ground-state
into the 41P1 state, and thereforeN2 = εN1. The coupled differential equations for the
populations are

Ṅ1 + Ṅ2 = R− (N1 +N2)γ+ΓηN3 +Γ61N6−Γ23N2

Ṅ3 = Γ23N2− (Γ3 +Γ35+W+ γ)N3 +Γ63N6

Ṅ4 = Γ34N3− (Γ41+ γ)N4

Ṅ6 = WN3− (Γ61+Γ63+ γ)N6

(2.21)

For brevity we use the substitutionΓ3 = Γ31+Γ34. Γη is the1S0-population change
due to transitions from1D2 and3P1. γ is the loss rate due to collisions or transitions into
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Figure 2.7: Arrangement for a MOT in 3D, which consists of three pairs of counter-propagating
laser beams, combined with the magnetic field generated by two coils in anti-Helmholtz configu-
ration

other levels than under investigation.W is the excitation rate due to the 672 nm laser,
and these terms shall be neglected for the moment.

The rate equations can be summarized in

d
dt

 N1

N3

N6

 = A ·

 N1

N3

N6

+

 R
1+ε
0
0

 (2.22)

where

A =

 −(γ+Γ23
ε

1+ε )
Γη

1+ε
Γ61
1+ε

Γ23ε −(Γ3 +Γ35+W+ γ) Γ63

0 W −(Γ61+Γ63+ γ)

 (2.23)

In a first step we will look at the situation without the repump laser. Elimination of
N2 and neglecting the 672 nm laser leads to

Ṅ1 = 1
1+ε (R+ΓηN3)− (γ+Γ23

ε
1+ε )N1

Ṅ3 = εΓ23N1− (Γ3 +Γ35+ γ)N3
(2.24)

The characteristic decay rates of the trap population are the eigenvalues of matrixA . For
this simpler situationA is a 2x2 matrix, and we find two eigenvalues

λ± =−1
2
(pΓ23+2γ+Γ3 +Γ35)±

1
2
{[(pΓ23)− (Γ3 +Γ35)]2 +4pΓ23Γη}1/2 (2.25)
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Figure 2.8: Diagram of the levels and transitions relevant for the rate equation model
i 1 2 3 4 5 6
assoc.level 1S0 4 1P1

1D2
3P1

3P2 5 1P1

i 2 3 4 6 2 6 3 3
j 1 1 1 1 3 3 4 5
Γi j /s−1 2.18·108 40 2100 2.7·105 2180 1.2·107 300 96

that correspond to the characteristic decay rates of theN1 state and theN3 state. Here we
used the excited state fraction

p =
ε

ε+1
=

N2

N1 +N2
(2.26)

In the steady statėN1 = Ṅ2 = ·N3 = 0, and thus

N3 =
pΓ23R

pΓ23(Γ35+Γ3−Γη)+ γ(Γ35+Γ3)
(2.27)

N1 +N2 =
(Γ35+Γ3)R

pΓ23(Γ35+Γ3−Γη)+ γ(Γ35+Γ3)
(2.28)

The trap loading is terminated by switching off the slowing laser (R= 0). We will first
neglect any losses due to collisions with the background gas (γ = 0). Furthermore, we
will assume that the trapping beams are sufficiently large so that the atoms that diffuse
away from the trap center while in state 3 (1D2) and 4 (3P1) can be recaptured (Γ3 =
Γη). Under these conditions, and for a typical excitation probability ofp = 1/6, the
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Figure 2.9: The trap decay time constant as a function of the saturation parameter of the 423nm
laser

characteristic decay rates for theN1 and theN3 state become

λ± =
{

47 s−1

753 s−1 ,

{
21.3 ms
1.3 ms

The characteristic decay rate for the population in theN1 state is equal to the trap decay
time constant, which is the average trapping time.

In figure 2.9 the average trapping time is plotted as a function of the saturation para-
meter of the 423 nm laser for the case where the repump laser is off, and collisional losses
are neglected. The saturation parameter is defined as the ratio between the intensity and
the saturation intensity in equation 2.11. For low excitation rates the decay time constant
increases, because the atoms are only lost from the trap after on average 100,000 excitati-
ons. It should not be concluded that the optimum trapping conditions exist for the lowest
intensities: there is a minimum laser power required to keep the atoms trapped, and al-
so the capture velocity of the trap decreases with decreasing laser power. A saturation
parameter of 1/2 corresponds to an excited state fraction of 1/6.

In a next step we can include the parameter W, which is the excitation rate due to
the 672 nm repump laser. Because atoms in the1D2 state are quickly pumped to the
5 1P1 state from which they can decay to the ground state the average trapping time
will increase. Shown in figure 2.10 is the trap decay time constant as a function of the
excitation rate W by the repump laser. The maximum excitation rate (given byΓ · p) of
the 672 nm laser isΓ63/2 = 6 ·106 m/s2. Therefore, the maximum achievable average
trapping time is on the order of a few seconds: the leak can never be completely fixed.
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Figure 2.10: The trap decay time constant as a function of the excitation rate by the 672nm laser

Assuming that we are able to saturate the repump transition, we can now study the
effect of collisions with background gas, represented in the rate equation model by the
parameterγ. First we set the following parameters fixed:ε = 1/5 (meaning that the
excited state fraction isp = 1/6 and the saturation paramters= 1/2) andW = 6 ·106

s−1. Now we can take a look at the decay time constant as a function ofγ, shown in figure
2.11. In magneto-optical traps the loss rate due to collisions with the background gas can
be calculated using a classical small-angle scattering approximation [92]. An atom will
be lost from the trap if the speed due to the collision is> v0 wheremv2

0/2 = Wt , with
Wt the depth of the potential well of the trap. For trapped sodium atoms Bjorkholm [92]
finds a scaling with the background pressureP (in mBar) which is in good agreement with
experimental values of sodium traps:γ = P/(2 ·10−8). Typical pressures in our case are
in the 10−9 to 10−8 range. The atomic radius for calcium and sodium is practically the
same (190 pm for Sodium, 194 pm for calcium), but calcium is heavier, and therefore
suffers less from the collisions with the background gas. Therefore we can use this
formula to obtain an upper limit.

2.6 The statistics of a few trapped atoms

In this section the probability distribution of the photons emitted by a few trapped atoms
is derived. This distribution can be used to fit the experimental data of single atoms,
which will be reported on in chapter 5. After showing that the distribution of photons for
a few trapped atom is poissonian, we will see that also the distribution of the number of
trapped atoms is Poissonian. The inclusion of the distribution of the background photon
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Figure 2.11: The trap decay time constant as a function of the loss parameter γ, which is the loss
due to collisions with background gas atoms

counts is important because it is in magnitude comparable to the photons detected from
the trapped atoms.

Statistics of the photons scattered by a few trapped atoms

The maximum possible scattering rateγmax of a single atom is determined by the natural
linewidth Γ, which is the inverse of the lifetimeτ of the atomic transition.

γmax =
Γ
2

=
1
2τ

(2.29)

Thereby, we assume a two level system like it is encountered in all alkali systems. To
avoid complication, we assume time intervals between subsequent photons which are in
average much larger than the natural lifetime of the excited state. At this timescales the
anti-bunching of the photons, which arises from the fact that an atom cannot scatter two
photons simultaneously, can be neglected. Then, the probability of observingn photons
in a time intervalδt is given by the Poissonian distribution

pph(1,n) =
(nav)n

n!
e−nav (2.30)

The argument ”1” inpph(1,n) denotes that we are considering one atom. The mean
number of photons is given bynav. Note, that the distribution (2.30) is normalized:

∞

∑
n=0

pph(1,n) = 1 (2.31)
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and the expectation value is given by

∞

∑
n=0

npph(1,n) = nav. (2.32)

The mean number of photonsnav in the time intervalδt already takes into account the
scattering rate of the atom, the acceptance angle of the detection system and the efficiency
of the photomultiplier. Although the distribution is still Poissonian a smaller value ofnav

results in a deterioration of the signal to noise ratio which is given by
√

nav.
It can be shown that for two atoms in the trap the probabilities are again Poissonian

distributed with a new mean value of twice the value for a single atom. Consequently,
for k atoms, the probability of observingn photons is

pph(k,n) =
(knav)n

n!
e−knav. (2.33)

Statistics of the number of atoms in the trap

The time dependent distribution of the number of atoms in the trap (k(t)) can be described
(for low k) also by a Poisson distribution. This can be understood from a simple birth-
death model (first applied to single atom statistics by Ruschewitzet al in 1996 [93])
which will be described in this section. Using this model to analyze the fluorescence
signal of a few trapped atoms we can obtain information about the loading rate and the
trap loss coefficient.

Since for very low atom numbers in the trap the intra-trap collisions become less and
less important, we can setβ = 0 in equation 2.20. This equation now simply becomes

dk
dt

= R− γk (2.34)

Atoms enter the trap with a loading rateR and atoms leave the trap with a rateγ = 1/τ,
whereτ is the average trapping time. The number of atoms in the trap at a timet + ∆t
can be calculated from the number of atoms in the trap at timet if we know the transition
probabilities for the transitions fromk atoms in the trap tok−1, k andk+1 atoms in the
trap as a function of∆t , which are given by

p1(k→ k+1) = R∆t
p2(k→ k−1) = γk∆t
p3(k→ k) = 1− (R+ γk)∆t

(2.35)

The probability to findk particles in the trap at timet +∆t is simply

P(k, t +∆t) = p1 ·P(k+1, t)+ p2 ·P(k−1, t)+ p3 ·P(k, t) (2.36)

We can now calculate the ratio

P(k, t +∆t)−P(k, t)
∆t

(2.37)
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and if we let∆t → 0 we obtain

∂
∂t

P(k, t) = R·P(k−1, t)+ γ(k+1) ·P(k+1, t)− (γk+R) ·P(k, t) (2.38)

A stationary solution (∂∂t P(k, t) = 0) is given by a Poisson distribution

P(k) =
〈k〉k

k!
e−〈k〉 (2.39)

with mean value of〈k〉= R/γ as follows from equation 2.34, and a variance
〈
k2

〉
−〈k〉2 =

〈k〉.

Total statistics for photons

Now we are able to calculate the probability distribution for the photons, when the atom
number is allowed to fluctuate around the mean valuekav according to equation (2.39).
To do this we have to sum over all atom numbers and calculate the probability to getn
photons multiplied with the probability to havek atoms:

ppa(n) =
∞

∑
k=0

pat(k)pph(k,n). (2.40)

At this point it is not possible (at least, it does not seem possible) to further simplify the
sum (2.40). The only thing we can do is to rewrite the formula for numerical purposes as

ppa(n) =
e−kav(nav)n

n!

∞

∑
k=0

kn(kave−nav)k

k!
. (2.41)

Including the background

So far we are able to describe photons arising from scattering of the atoms. In the fol-
lowing we will label these photons as ”signal” photons. In every realistic setup, there
is an additional contribution to the total count rate which comes from photons that are
scattered from elements of the setup and subsequently detected by the photomultiplier.
Especially for a small atom numbers these ”background” photons have to be taken in-
to account. We start with assuming again a Poissonian distribution for the background
photons and write

pbg(n) =
(bav)n

n!
e−bav. (2.42)

We can now construct the total probability to detectn photons by summing over all
possible combinations that the background photons (2.42) plus the signal photons (2.41)
give a total number ofn photons:

p(n) =
n

∑
i=0

pbg(i)ppa(n− i). (2.43)
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This is the final result for the probability distribution of the number of photons for a
low number of trapped atoms, including the background signal. It can be used to fit an
experimentally obtained distribution of the number of photons, from which the average
number of atoms in the trap can be extracted.

Correlation functions

More information can be obtained by looking at the time-correlation function of the
fluorescence spectrum, which can be defined as

〈N(t + τ),N(t)〉t = 〈N(t + τ) ·N(t)〉t −〈N(t)〉2t (2.44)

For the underlying model of equation 2.38 the correlation function evolves as

〈N(t + τ),N(t)〉t =
R
γ

e−γt (2.45)

The value of the correlation function forτ = 0, which is the variance, is equal to the mean
number of trapped atoms, and the correlation time is equal to the trap lifetime. Using the
time correlation signal from the fluorescence of a few trapped atoms we can therefore
obtain from one measurement both the loading rateRand the trap loss coefficientγ.



Chapter 3

Experimental setup

3.1 Introduction

The experimental setup developed during the course of this research project has two
ultimate goals: separating41Ca from the other calcium isotopes and detecting the41Ca
atoms. The tools used are from the field of laser cooling and trapping, the theory of which
has been presented in the previous chapter. In this chapter the details of the experimental
setup will be presented. After an overview of the system the different sections will be
discussed in more detail.

Overview

A schematic overview of the apparatus is shown in figure 3.1. A short description is
given here. A calcium sample is evaporated from oven 1. The divergence of the atomic
beam can be reduced by compression with optical molasses directly after the atoms leave
the oven. The atomic beam is slowed down by a counter-propagating laser-beam in the
Zeeman slower. After the Zeeman slower the resulting slow atoms are deflected by laser
beams in the direction of the Magneto-Optical Trap (MOT), where they are captured and
detected by their fluorescence. In figure 3.2 a cut-open overview drawing is shown of the
experimental system. The atoms travel from the left to the right.

The Alcatraz experiment is set up on an optical table measuring 3 by 1.2 meter. The
laser system required is set up on a second optical table measuring 2.4 by 1.2 meter.
Because the laser system is sensitive to dust a flow-box with air-filter is installed above
the laser table, and plastic curtains are positioned around the table so that there is always
a small over-pressure on this table. To reduce acoustic noise only ion pumps are used in
the vacuum system. Mounting racks are installed above and below the tables to provide
room for power supplies and control electronics.

41
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Zeeman-slower

Isotope-selective
deflection

Compression of
the atom beam

Oven 1

Oven 2

MOT

Valve

Figure 3.1: A schematic overview of the experimental setup

3.2 Vacuum system

The vacuum system of the Alcatraz experiment is split into three different sections by two
valves. One valve is placed between the deflection chamber and the trapping chamber
and one valve is placed between the deflection chamber and the second oven. This second
oven is connected to the deflection chamber in such a way that it can be used to directly
load the MOT. All three sections are pumped by ion pumps. During normal operation
the valve connecting the second oven to the deflection chamber is closed. The typical
pressure in the trapping chamber is 3· 10−9 mbar, which can rise into the 10−8 range
when the oven is at high temperatures.

3.3 Laser-system

Laser-light is needed at two different frequency regimes: at 423 nm for cooling and
trapping and at 672 nm for repumping. The main challenge for the laser system is to be
able to generate enough light for the cooling transition, since this determines to a large
extent the efficiency of the Zeeman slower, the deflection and the trapping. The saturation
intensity (section 2.3.1) of the cooling transition is rather high as compared to most of
the cooling transitions in the alkali atoms: 59.9 mW/cm2 for 40Ca vs. for example 1.64
mW/cm2 for 85Rb. The repump laser is important for the single atom detection, where
it helps to keep the atoms trapped for a longer time, thus improving the statistics of the
photon detection. Since both lasers used for the Alcatraz experiment are diode lasers,
some general principles and characteristics are explained in the following section.

3.3.1 Diode lasers

Only some very general features of diodes lasers are introduced here. An overview of
the characteristics and use of diode lasers in atomic physics is given in ref. [94]. The
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Figure 3.2: A cut-open view of the collimation chamber, Zeeman slower, deflection chamber and
the trap
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the different layers of semiconductor and the typical packaging of a
diode laser. The rectangular shape of the gain region leads to the oval radiation pattern

construction of a typical semiconductor diode laser is shown in fig 3.3. The devices are
extremely small and yet are capable of reasonable cw output powers with high electrical
to optical efficiency. The laser light is generated by sending a current (the injection cur-
rent) through the active region of the diode between the n- and p-type cladding layers.
This produces electrons and holes, which in turn recombine and emit photons. The lasers
emission wavelength is determined by the band gap of the semiconductor material and
is very broadband relative to atomic transitions. The spatial mode of the laser is defined
by a narrow channel in the active region that confines the light. These lasers typically
produce single-mode (spatial and longitudinal) output powers of 5 - 50 mW with just
the cleaved facets of the semiconductor serving as the lasers mirrors. The output power
depends on the injection current and the temperature. The wavelength of a diode laser
is determined (besides the band-gap) by the temperature and injection current. The laser
frequency varies with temperature because both the optical path length of the cavity (re-
fractive index) and the wavelength dependence of the gain curve depend on temperature.
Unfortunately these temperature dependencies are quite different. This may result in
mode-hops: the frequency of the laser as a function of temperature looks like a staircase
with sloping steps. This is shown in figure 3.4. The mode-hop free scanning range can be
improved if, while scanning the frequency with a grating, the current is scanned simul-
taneously over a small range. The current changes the frequency of the laser because the
current influences the temperature of the diode, which changes the refractive index, and
because the variation of free charge carriers changes the refractive index directly. Typical
numbers are 3 GHz/mA for the current dependence, and 0.06 nm/K for the temperature
dependence.
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Figure 3.4: An example of the frequency of a diode laser as a function of temperature, showing
the typical mode-hops. Figure adapted from ref. [94]

The general layout of the lasers as used in our experiment is shown in figure 3.5.
As explained, the temperature stability is of great importance for the frequency stabili-
ty. Therefore the diode itself is mounted on a baseplate, which is mounted on a peltier
element. The system is temperature controlled to a stability of better then 0.1◦C. A lens
in front of the diode corrects the elliptical emission pattern typical for diode lasers. The
diode can emit light within a spectral range of a few nm. A resonator is formed by the
entrance and exit facets of the semiconductor material, with a corresponding linewidth
of the emitted light of a few hundred MHz. To improve the linewidth a grating is used
which reflects part of the light back to the diode. In this way a much larger resonator
is constructed, with a correspondingly narrower emission pattern. By tilting the grating
the length of the resonator can be changed, and thus the wavelength of the light. A line-
width of better than 100 kHz can be reached, depending on the mechanical stability of
the optical cavity.

Not for all visible frequencies a suitable semiconductor material can be found: at
some frequencies the laser diodes are more powerful than at other frequencies, and also
the costs vary considerably. For the 672 nm light required in the Alcatraz experiment
a diode laser can easily be found which emits light with enough intensity (∼ 15 mW).
To generate light at 423 nm for the main pumping transition no suitable semiconductor
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Figure 3.5: A schematic drawing of the diode laser layout
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materials exists: recently gallium nitride diode lasers operating around 405 nm have been
constructed, but this is to far away from 423 nm to be suitable. An alternative is the use
of a lasersystem in which the 423 nm light is created by frequency doubling of 846 nm
light from a powerful diode laser.

3.3.2 The 423-nm laser

Figure 3.6: A schematic drawing of the laser system generating the light at 423 nm

We use a commercial frequency doubled 846 nm diode laser (Toptica Photonics) to
generate the 423 nm light. By amplification in a tapered amplifier up to 500 mW of
845 nm light is produced. The layout of this laser system is shown in figure 3.6. After
the frequency doubling we typically have 40 to 70 mW of 423 nm light available which
is distributed over the different experimental stages. The main laser beam is split and
frequency shifted using beam-splitters and acousto-optical modulators (AOM), since the
frequencies needed for the trap, Zeeman slower and stabilization are not the same. The
overall layout of the laser beams is shown in figure 3.7. For clarity the laser beams that
can be used for transversal cooling directly after oven 1 and oven 2 have been omitted he-
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re. By changing the voltage on the AOM the ratio of the intensity between the laser beam
for the Zeeman slower and the rest of the experiment can be set. By a combination of a
half-wave plate and a polarizing beam-splitter cube the ratio between the power for the
deflection laser beams and the trapping laser beams can be set. A similar configuration is
used to tune the relative power for the horizontal and vertical beams of the MOT. Oven
2, in design similar to oven 1, is used to generate a reference calcium beam to which
the laser is locked using polarization spectroscopy. The details of the laser locking are
discussed in the next section.

Locking the laser

The linewidth of the laser has to be much smaller than the natural linewidth of the cooling
transition, which is 34 MHz for calcium. For stable trapping conditions a stability of 1
MHz is sufficient. This is a modest requirement, as the linewidth of the laser is specified
to be 1 MHz. Therefore only long-term drifts have to be corrected for. The long-term
drift of the diode laser is mostly caused by thermal drifts of the laser. This drift can be as
small as a few MHz per minute, if the laser has already been running for some hours so
that the temperature is well stabilized. In order to cancel the long-term drift of the diode
laser the laser has to be locked to an absolute reference.

A natural candidate for the absolute reference is the atomic transition itself. The laser
can be sent through a calcium atomic beam, and the absorption or fluorescence signal can
be coupled back to the laser system. The laser is locked to the calcium cooling transition
in an atomic beam setup, using a very sensitive Doppler-free spectroscopic technique:
polarization spectroscopy.

A typical setup for polarization spectroscopy is shown in figure 3.8. A fraction of the
output of the laser is split off from the main beam by a beam-splitter. This beam, with a
total intensity of a few mW is again split by a beam-splitter (S) into a weak probe beam
with intensity I1 and a stronger pump beam with intensityI2. The probe beam passes
through a linear polarizerP1, the atomic beam setup, and a second linear polarizerP2,
which is crossed withP1. Without the pump laser, the sample is isotropic and the detector
D behindP2 receives only a very small signal caused by the residual transmission of the
crossed polarizer, which might be as small as 10−8 I1. The pump and a probe laser beam
are set up counterpropagating, crossing the atomic beam. Only if the frequency of the
laser is at the resonance frequency of the cooling transition both laser beams interact with
the same atoms. This is the reason that the technique is Doppler-free: only atoms which
have a zero transverse velocity component can absorb light from both the pump and the
probe beam at the same time. A small polarization rotation can be induced in the probe
laser beam by optically pumping the atoms in the beam with the circularly polarized
pump laser beam. This rotation can be detected in the probe beam by the photodiode
behind the crossed polarizerP2. Only the rotated component of the probe beam will pass
through the polarizer and will be detected.

To reach a good sensitivity it is important that the probe and pump beams are polari-
zed to a high degree. For this reason polarizerP1 should be placed just before the window
to the atomic beam, and polarizerP2 as close as possible behind the atomic beam. An ex-
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Figure 3.7: A schematic drawing of the laser beam layout of the Alcatraz experiment
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Figure 3.8: A schematic drawing of polarization spectroscopy setup, adapted from [95]

perimental problem is the birefringence induced by the viewports, which is the result of
stress in the window material, in our case quartz. However, as was pointed out in the first
article on polarization spectroscopy in 1976 [95], gentle squeezing of the stainless-steel
flange of the viewport is sufficient to reduce the stress and improve the extinction degree
of the crossed polarizers by orders of magnitude. Therefore we have used adjustable
clamps on the viewports of the stabilization setup.

3.3.3 The 672-nm laser

The laser at 672 nm is required to pump atoms from the1D2 state to the 5s5p1P1 state.
This improves the average time that atoms can remain trapped in the MOT as explained
in section 2.5.2. The power required is a few mW only. The laser we use is a Sanyo
4039-DL011 which can emit 10 mW of laser radiation in the wavelength region of 665
to 675 nm. The laser was mounted in a housing as is shown in figure 3.5. The housing
was adapted from the design by the Triµp laser lab at the KVI. A Thorlabs current con-
trol TL-500 is used to control the injection current, the temperature is controlled by a
controller built at the Universität Heidelberg (type A334, ser.nr. 3). We have not locked
the frequency of this laser to an absolute (e.g. absorption line) or relative (e.g. cavity) re-
ference. The laser is presently sufficiently stable to be used for short-term measurements
of a few minutes, after which the frequency has to be manually optimized. For longer
measurements it is however advisable to lock the frequency of this laser, for example
to the 672 nm absorption line in a calcium discharge, which can provide a high enough
density of excited calcium atoms.

3.4 Oven

The design of the oven is shown schematically in figure 3.9. This design has been adapted
from the one used by the Time and Frequency group of the Physikalisch-Technische Bun-
desanstalt in Braunschweig, Germany. The center of the oven is a small chamber which
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Figure 3.9: The design drawing of the oven

is surrounded by a ceramic tube that holds the tantalum heating wires. The heating wi-
res are contained in the walls of the ceramic tube, providing an even distribution of the
heat. The oven chamber is mounted on a standard CF35 vacuum flange, which has feed-
throughs for the current and for a temperature sensor (thermocouple). The thermocouple
is inserted into a small cavity at the base of the oven chamber, providing an indication
of the temperature in the oven chamber. The oven is filled with metallic calcium pellets,
which were acquired from Goodfellow (Calcium Lump, 99.0 % pure, CA006100). The
pellets have a diameter of a few millimeter, and have to be stored in an Argon atmosphere
before use to prevent oxidation. The oven temperature is controller with a PID controller.

The divergence of the atomic beam is determined by the exit channel(s) of the oven.
As long as the mean free path of the atoms is larger than the length of the exit channels
the atomic beam is collimated to the aspect ratio of the channels. If intra-channel col-
lisions occur then the exit channels have no additional collimating effect and the atoms
effectively flow out of point sources. It is therefore best to use a large number of small
diameter holes with a small diameter over length ratio so that the oven can be operated
at high temperatures resulting in a large flux of well collimated atoms. Initially the oven
used in the Alcatraz experiment had one exit channel of 1 by 10 mm. In the design of a
second oven this was changed to an array consisting of 32 of these exit channels.

The longitudinal velocity distribution is a Maxwellian distribution, which is modified
by a term which takes into account the reduction of the number of slow atoms in the
atomic beam caused by collisions inside the nozzle, known as the Zacharias effect [96].
The amount of suppression of slow atoms depends on the Knudsen number, defined
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as the ratio between the mean free path and the exit channel length,KnL = λ/l . The
Zacharias effect becomes relevant only for temperatures above 800 K for our system.
The most probable velocity in the Maxwell distribution as a function of the temperature
is given by

√
2RT/M, whereR is the gas constant andM is the mass of the atoms. For

T = 850◦ K the most probable velocity is∼ 600 m/s. This corresponds to a Doppler shift
of 2.4·600= 1440 MHz.

Since we are interested in the detection of an isotope at an abundance level of∼
10−14, and the measurement should be finished within a reasonable period, we aim for a
beam intensity such that a measurement of the41Ca/40Ca with a 10 % accuracy can be
done in a single day. If we estimate that we can reach an efficiency (from oven to the
detection of the atom) of 10−4 then 3 atoms41Ca atoms have to be evaporated per second.
From this statement the importance of the efficiency is evident: therefore one of the main
objectives of the oven is to produce a collimated beam. More on the efficiency can be
found in section 4.8. An ideally collimated beam has a zero divergence as divergence is
the main loss channel for the atoms on the way to the trap. The intensity of the atomic
beam should then be on the order of 1014 s−1 for detection at the natural level, and
1010 s−1 for medical applications.

We can make an estimation of the atomic beam flux. From Kittel and Kroemer [97]
we find that the flux through a tube of lengthL and diameterd is given byΦ = n·Swhere
the conductance of the exit tube

S=
2kBTd3

3mvsL
(3.1)

and

n =
P

kBT
(3.2)

The average velocity is

vs =
2√
π

√
2kBT

m
(3.3)

if the gas in the oven has a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The typical vapor pressure
for calcium at 600◦C is 1·10−3 Torr. From this formula we find an estimated total flux
of 4.5·1013 atoms/s.

3.5 Atom beam compression

The oven is connected to a vacuum chamber which has 4 ports through which the laser-
beams for compression can be sent. An ion pump (Varian 60 l/s) is connected here.
Shown in figure 3.10 is the layout of this part of the setup. There is full 2D access to the
atom beam because the ion pump is mounted such that the laser beam can go through the
pump.
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Figure 3.10: A top view and a 3D image of the chamber in which the atomic beam can be com-
pressed

3.6 Zeeman slower

The Zeeman slower is built with the purpose of increasing the fraction of atoms that can
be captured by the MOT. To what extend the Zeeman slower is also isotope selective
was unclear at the beginning of this project: this has been investigated and is reported
on in chapter 4. Furthermore, only in a slow atom beam isotope selection by means
of deflection is possible. The Zeeman slower has been designed to handle atoms with
velocities up to 1000 m/s, and decelerate them down to a velocity around 30 to 50 m/s.

The following design goals and boundary conditions had to be taken into account:

• Capture 2/3 of the velocity distribution of the atoms, which means a capture velo-
city of 1000 m/s.

• In between the oven and the Zeeman slower the magnetic field has to be negligble.
The degeneracy which is required for the optical pumping of the odd isotopes by
the Zeeman slower laser beam is lifted by the presence of a magnetic field. The
same holds for the collimation stage.

• The magnetic field slope should be as smooth as possible, because atoms will be
lost from the slowing process if the magnetic field slope is to steep. Therefore
relatively thin wire (e.g. 1×3 mm) has to be used for the windings of the Zeeman
slower.

• The termination of the resonance condition at the end of the Zeeman slower has to
be abrupt, because if the atoms slowly drift out of resonance the divergence of the
atomic beam increases. This is a loss factor for the efficiency of the experiment.
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Figure 3.11: The Zeeman slower design

• Since it was found from the simulations that the gradient of the magnetic field is
critical for the isotope selectivity, it should be possible to adjust the gradient.

• For the currents through the coils available stadard power supplies have to be used
(Delta, 10 A, 30 V). Therefore the coil has to be split into several sections, each
powered by a separate power supply.

The final design is illustrated in figure 3.11. The main coil is wound on a 75 cm long
water-cooled tube, has an inner diameter of 86 mm, a maximum outer diameter of 110
mm and is water-cooled at the outside too. To ensure a smooth magnetic field there are
51 winding layers and the windings are far from the central axis. The total length of
the copper wire used in the Zeeman slower is 2450 meter. The heat production inside
the coil, estimated at 1500 Watt, poses the biggest technical challenge because of the low
heat conductance (0.3 W/mK) of the isolation of the wire as reported by the supplier. The
total heat conductance is therefore estimated at 1 W/mK. With Femlab, a finite element
program, heat flow calculations have been done, resulting in the present design. The
shape of the magnetic field is shown in figure 3.12.

The coils fit around the flanges of the tube and can be shifted to optimize the calcium
throughput and isotope-selectivity. An iron plate at the beginning of the Zeeman slower
minimizes the size of the coil and the electrical power required. At the beginning of the
Zeeman slower an iron disc is put around the vacuum tube to ensure that the magnetic
field in between the oven and the Zeeman slower is low. The extraction coil is placed
between two iron plates, one of which is water cooled, to get a steep field at the end of the
Zeeman slower and also to minimize the size of the extraction coil. We have considered
the use of a iron shield around the Zeeman slower to contain the magnetic field as much
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Figure 3.12: Top panel: the magnetic field in the Zeeman slower. Bottom panel: a cut-through of
the coils and iron plates of the Zeeman slower

as possible, but we have not seen any disturbing influence of the magnetic field of the
Zeeman slower on the compression or deflection stage.

3.7 Deflection chamber

In the deflection chamber the desired isotope is deflected out of the slowed atom beam
by optical molasses which crosses the atom beam under an angle of 30◦. At this point
the Doppler-shift is sufficiently reduced so that direct isotope selection is possible, even
when probing the beam under 30 degrees. The laserbeam has a diameter of 0.5 cm, the
same detuning as the trapping beams and has a typical power of 5 mW. Only the selected
isotope will be deflected so that it can reach the trap, which is located 40 cm further
downstream. To increase the atom flux towards the trap a vertical collimation stage can
be added at this point, reducing the transverse spreading of the atom beam. A drawing of
the collimation chamber is shown in figure 3.13.

3.8 Magneto-Optical Trap

The atoms are trapped in the Magneto-Optical Trap (MOT). As explained in section
2.5.1 the MOT consists of three pairs of counterpropagating laser beams combined with a
magnetic field. The magnetic field is created by two coils in anti-Helmholz configuration,
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Figure 3.13: A top view and a 3D image of the deflection chamber

resulting in a zero field in the trap center which increases in magnitude in all directions.
A number of requirements for the design of the trapping vacuum chamber follows from
the specifics of the Alcatraz experiment:

• Important constraints on the design of the MOT-chamber stem from the require-
ments for the magnetic field. The gradient needed for a calcium MOT is 6 to 10
mT /cm, which is rather high compared to that required for the cooling of alkali
atoms [98, 99]. This results from the broader cooling transition linewidth, which
is typically five times that of an alkali atom. Since the required magnetic field
gradient approximately scales with the cooling transition linewidth [100], larger
gradients are required for efficient trapping. The number of ampere-turns required
for this magnetic field gradient depends on the distance between the coils. We have
chosen to keep the coils outside the vacuum, but still as close as possible to the trap
center. This way we can avoid the complexity of water cooling.

• The diameter of the trapping laser beams should be up to 2.5 cm. Large trapping
beams ensure a large capture rate, and due to the not completely perfect two-level
system of the calcium atom 2 cm trapping beams are required to ensure an average
trapping time of at least 20 ms. This was discussed in more detail in section 2.5.2.

• To enable single atom detection the inside of the vacuum chamber should be black
to reduce scattered laser light. Furthermore a lens system has to be placed inside
close to the trapped atoms, and the windows through which the trapping lasers
go have to be anti-reflection coated and placed on long tubes to minimize scattered
light in the center. On the inside of the vacuum tubes diaphragms have to be placed
to further reduce reflections.
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• There should be ample optical access to be flexible for possible future plans.

• There should be good pumping access to obtain vacuum pressures in the lower
10−9 mbar region.

The result is the trapping chamber as is shown in a drawing in figure 3.14. The mag-
netic quadrupole field is generated by two coils in anti-Helmholtz configuration placed
outside the vacuum (902 windings each, typical current 3 A). The coils have an inner dia-
meter of 43 mm and an outer diameter of 125 mm. The distance between the two coils
is 56 mm. The electrical power consumed is∼ 60 W, therefore air cooling is sufficient.
Cooling ribs have been attached to the copper container in which the coils are placed,
and small fans provide air cooling of these ribs. The chamber is massive enough so that
these small fans do not introduce extra vibrations. The coils can be moved a few cm away
from the trapping chamber so that there is no direct contact. This enables us to bake the
trapping chamber to high temperatures without severe heating of the coils. A triangular
extension has been made on the side of the chamber to ensure a good access to the ion
pump, which is connected via a CF60 extension tube to the bottom of the trapping cham-
ber. A hole in the optical table enables us to place the ion pump underneath the table.
The chamber itself is mounted on an aluminium support structure on the optical table.

horizontal

trapping lasers

vertical

trapping laser

atoms from 

deflection

light

detection

Figure 3.14: A top view and a 3D view of the trapping chamber

3.9 Detection system

The fluorescence of the atoms in the trap is measured by a photo-multiplier tube (PMT)
in photon-counting mode. A lens system is used inside the trapping chamber to increase
the solid angle from which light is detected. This lens system is adopted from reference
[101]. In figure 3.15 a schematic drawing of the lens system is shown. The lenses are
held by a stainless steel tube which fits in the flange of the trapping chamber. The lenses
are fixed at their position by stainless steel spacers, and have a diameter of 2.54 cm. The
focal distance is 3.7 cm. Outside the vacuum trapping chamber the light from the trapped
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atoms is focused through a pinhole to reduce background light. The pinhole is imaged on
a photomultiplier. Alternatively a CCD camera or a photo-diode can be used, increasing
the total dynamic range of the detection system.

Figure 3.15: A schematic drawing of the lens system that is put inside the trapping chamber to
collect the light from the trapped atoms

3.9.1 Photomultipliers

To detect the light of single trapped atoms sensitive light-detectors are necessary. The
most sensitive light detectors for the blue region of the visible spectrum are photomulti-
pliers (PMT). They can be used in single photon counting mode such that for nearly every
photon that reaches the detector an avalanche of electrons is generated. The photon ge-
nerates an electron on the first stage of the photomultiplier, which is then accelerated in
a number of high-voltage stages, creating more and more electrons in every stage. In the
first PMT used, an EMI 6225, the electron pulse is then transformed to a voltage pulse
and amplified by an ORTEC 113 preamplifier in combination with an ORTEC 575A am-
plifier. The amplified voltage pulses typically have a duration of 10 ns and an amplitude
of 1 V. A constant fraction discriminator (ORTEC 463) was used to set a threshold level
for the voltage pulse, and it has to be set at the beginning of the single photon peak, in this
case at 0.3 V. The output of the CFD is a standard NIM pulse. For monitoring purposes
the output of the CFD is sent to a rate-meter with an acoustic indicator of the count-rate.
Simultaneously the number of photons detected as a function of time can be analyzed
by either the counters on a National Intruments card or the Oxford Instruments Tenne-
lec/Nucleus PCA-MULTIPORT MultiChannel Analyser (MCA). This 16,384 channel
MCA is used in MultiChannel Scalar (MCS) mode and is controlled and read out by a
DOS/IBM-PC via an IEEE-488 connection. With the MCA it is possible to count pulses
with dwell times varying from 10µs to 100 s with dead time between channels of only
2 µs.

A second photomultiplier that has been used is the the HAMAMATSU H 7360-02
integrated photon counting head. It can be used to measure fluorescence intensities ran-
ging from single atom fluorescence up to photon count rates of about 107 counts/s. It
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replaces the EMI-PMT for these tasks. The photon counting head comprises a low noise
photomultiplier (HAMAMATSU R1924A), a high speed photon counting circuit and a
regulated high voltage power supply. For its input, only a 5 V 150 mA power supply
is needed. The output pulses are counted with the MCA or with a LabView application
through the NI connector block. The signal can also be fed into the discriminator and the
rate meter for alignment purposes. The photon counting head is, according to the manu-
al, linear within∼ 1% when the count rate is below 2·105 counts per second. When the
count rate exceeds this level, the true count rate can be approximated by the following
correction formula,

N =
n

(1−n·1.8·10−8)

making it possible to measure count rates of∼ 1 ·107 counts per second within an error
of at most a few percent. The dark count rate at 25◦C is typically 60 counts s−1.

3.9.2 CCD camera

A SONY XCD-SX900 CCD camera with a zoom lens is used to examine the fluorescence
of the atom cloud in the Magneto Optical Trap at medium or high intensities (105 to 106

photons per second). The camera settings can be monitored and controlled using an
IEEE 1394 digital interface (firewire). Using special drivers for the IEEE-camera the
images can also be monitored in real time in a labview program. The full resolution of
the camera is 1024 by 968 pixels. Most often however the camera is used in external
trigger mode, where the trigger signal (TTL) is provided at the desired frequency by a
function generator. In this mode a higher refresh rate can be used at the expense of a
lower resolution. The main settings to control are the shutter time and the internal gain
of the camera. In a calibration experiment, these features of the camera were tested. The
camera was pointed to a screen on which a laser spot was projected. The shutter time and
gain were changed, and the average of pixel-intensity was measured, using a LabView
application. This LabView application has the option to select a Region Of Interest (ROI),
making it possible to measure the light intensity almost without background. It was
found that at least for shutter times below 0.5 s the CCD camera behaves linearly, and
the internal gain of the camera is exponential over the whole adjustable range (0-18 dB).





Chapter 4

Isotope selectivity in laser cooling
and trapping

4.1 Introduction

For the Alcatraz experiment the isotope selectivity of laser cooling and trapping is of
crucial importance. To detect the rare isotope41Ca at the natural abundance signals from
the neighboring40Ca isotope have to be suppressed by at least 14 orders of magnitude. In
this chapter we investigate the isotope selectivity of the various parts of the experiment.
In combination these parts have to provide the required selectivity.

Isotope selectivity in laser cooling and trapping is based on the difference in elec-
tronic structure between the different isotopes, as was explained in the previous chapter.
The momentum transferred to the atom plays an important role and therefore not only the
scattering rate but also the detuning of the laser relative to the resonance is important for
the selectivity. We will study the isotope selectivity of the compression, the slowing, the
deflection and the magneto-optical trapping in this chapter. Numerical simulations have
been done to test the selectivity and efficiency of the different parts of the experiment.
They will be compared to experimental results in chapter 5.

4.2 Optical selectivity

Optical selectivity for a transition can be defined as the ratio of the fluorescence intensity
of isotope 1 at its resonance frequencyν1 to the fluorescence intensity of isotope 2 at
frequencyν1. As an example the scattering rates of40Ca, 41Ca and42Ca as a function
of the laser detuning are shown in figure 4.1. When the frequency of the laser is tuned
to the resonance of one of the hyperfine components of41Ca also a few40Ca and42Ca
atoms scatter the light. The difference in the scattering rates determines the selectivity in
a single excitation step. The hyperfine structure of the odd isotopes is important because
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Figure 4.1: The scattering rates of 40Ca, 41Ca and 42Ca as a function of the laser frequency,
assuming equal abundances. For 41Ca the three hyperfine components (F=9/2, 7/2 and 5/2) are
shown

the transition strength of the different hyperfine levels is not equal. It was calculated
in section 2.2.6 that the ratio of the transition strengths of the 5/2, 7/2 and 9/2 levels is
3:4:5, and that the transition strength of theσ+ transition from the 7/2 ground state to the
9/2 excited state of the odd isotopes has the same strength as theσ+ transition from the
ground state to the excited state of the even isotopes.

The maximum optical selectivity of41Ca against40Ca reported by Sankariet al [102]
for the1S0-1P1 transition is 1.5 ·103. This is clearly not sufficient to allow the detection
of 41Ca at its natural abundance level. There has been considerable interest in the optical
selectivity of transitions of the calcium isotopes [102–106] for application in Resonance
Ionization Mass spectrometry (RIMS), see also section 1.3.3. In RIMS isotopes are sepa-
rated using a two- or three-step excitation leading to ionization. The selectivity is further
increased by a mass spectrometer. It was shown that an optical selectivity of 2.2·105 can
be reached using a double-resonance ionization scheme. For an equal excitation rate of
two isotopes with an abundance difference of 106 an optical selectivity of 106 in favor of
the least abundant isotope is required.

For Atom Trap Trace Analysis the situation is different: here the same transition is
excited many times. The total selectivity is therefore greatly enhanced: it is the product
of the selectivity of every excitation step. This is the reason that a Magneto-Optical-
Trap (MOT), where atoms are trapped by hundreds of thousands of excitation steps, is in
principle infinitely isotope selective.

The concept of increased optical selectivity by repeated excitation is illustrated in
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Figure 4.2: The scattering rates of 40Ca and 41Ca compared for 1 excitation step (left) and for 8
excitation steps (right). After 8 excitation steps a distinction can be made by the scattering force
between the two neighboring isotopes

figure 4.2. The lorentzian absorption profiles of40Ca and41Ca are given, weighted with
an abundance difference of∼ 1013. In the left panel it can be seen that at the resonance
frequency of41Ca the scattering is still dominated by40Ca atoms. In the right panel the
situation is different: now the scattering rate for 8 subsequent excitation steps is shown.
Already after 8 excitation steps with a laser tuned to the resonance of41Ca it is possible
to distinguish between40Ca and41Ca.

4.3 Computer simulations

In order to analyze the isotope selectivity in the various parts of the experiment two com-
putational methods have been used: an average force model and a Monte Carlo model.
The most simple approach is the use of the average force on the atoms, as formulated
for optical molasses in equation 2.16. Atoms can be traced in small time steps through a
light field. After every step the position and velocity of the atom is adjusted. Although
this model can give a quick qualitative impression there are important effects which can
not be simulated. These effects are the influence of stimulated emission and the heating
of the beam due to the discrete nature of the absorption and emission steps. This heating
mechanism was discussed in section 2.3.4.

A more advanced model was therefore developed to take into account these effects.
In this model we trace the calcium isotopes through laser fields and magnetic fields and
calculate at each position the probability of the absorption or emission (spontaneous or
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Figure 4.3: An example of a part of the trajectory of an atom in the compression stage simulated
with the Monte Carlo model. On the top panel the y and z positions are shown, on the lower panel
for the same part of the trajectory the velocity in the y-direction is shown. The compression laser
is oriented along the y-axis, the atoms mainly have a velocity component in the z-direction

stimulated) of photons using a Monte Carlo method. The Zeeman slower, the optical
compression and the deflection stage have been simulated using this model. As an illu-
stration of the model we show in figure 4.3 the trajectory of an atom moving through a
pair of laser-beams. The atom moves from the left to the right (along the z-axis), while
the laser-beams are oriented in the direction of the y-axis. The small jumps that can be
seen in the velocity of the atom are due to the absorption and emission of photons.

Features of the Monte Carlo model

In the model the single photon absorption and emission probabilities are calculated. The
probability of photon absorption is calculated in each step from the parameters of the light
field and the magnetic field at the location of the atom. The position and momentum of
the atom are adjusted after the emission and absorption processes. If the atom is in the
excited state both spontaneous emission and stimulated emission are taken into account.

The probabilities for emission and absorption are calculated as follows. For a two
level atom in a laser field there are three possible processes: absorption of a photon,
spontaneous emission of a photon and stimulated emission, where one photon induces
the emission of another photon, after which the two travel further in the same direction.
For the population of states of the atoms we have

dNe

dt
= Bgeu(ν)Ng−ANe−Begu(ν)Ne (4.1)

whereNe is the population of the excited state,Ng the population of the ground state,A
the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission andBeg= Bge= B is the Einstein coef-
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ficient for stimulated emission or absorption respectively,u(ν) is the radiation density.
A is equal toγ, the spontaneous emission rate, which is 2π ·34 MHz for calcium (also
γ = 1

τ ,with τ the lifetime of the state), and

Bu(ν) =
sγ/2

1+(2δ/γ)2 (4.2)

wheres= I/Is , I the intensity of the laser beam,Is = πhcγ/3λ3 the saturation intensity
(59.9 mW/cm2 for Calcium) andδ the detuning of the laser light with respect to the
atomic transition. For one atom the probability of absorption, stimulated emission and
spontaneous emission are

Pabs = Pstim = e−Bu(ν)t (4.3)

Pspon = e−At (4.4)

Limits of the model

The influence of magnetic fields is included, but presently only for the relatively simple
case of the even calcium isotopes. The odd calcium isotopes are treated in a simplified
way. Only the most relevant hyperfine level is taken into account, and of this hyperfine
level only the most relevant sub-state is calculated (which has a simple linear Zeeman
shift). Even though we can calculate the splitting and shifting of the three hyperfine
excited-state levels for the relevant odd isotopes (41Ca and43Ca) as was shown in figure
2.3, inclusion of these shifts into our model would have taken more time than available
at the moment. Why the calculation with this simplification will still give valid results is
explained in the following.

When using circularly polarized light to excite the odd Calcium atoms optical pum-
ping will occur. This means that the relative populations of the magnetic sub-states of
the hyperfine levels will be modified by the repeated optical excitation and subsequent
emission. The reason for this is an optical selection rule: withσ+ light (right-hand pola-
rized light) only a transition with∆mF = +1 can be induced. As an example we can look
at the excitation of a41Ca atom byσ+ polarized light, tuned to theF = 9/2 hyperfine
level of the 41S0 - 4 1P1 transition. The ground state hasF = 7/2. If we take the initial
distribution over the ground state hyperfine sub-levels to be isotropic, we can calculate
the population distribution by multiplying an initial population matrix by the product of
excitation and spontaneous emission matrices. The spontaneous emission probabilities
have been calculated in section 2.2.6. The relative population in themF = +7/2 hyper-
fine ground state is found to be 15.6 %, 74.7 %, 97.7 % and 100.0 % for 1, 10, 20 and
100 excitation steps. We can conclude that after 20 excitation steps the only relevant
transition for these atoms is from themF = 7/2 to themF = 9/2 sub-state, and that is the
transition we take into account.
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4.4 Isotope selectivity in compression

The compression of the atomic beam by optical molasses is the first isotope selective
stage of the experiment. The purpose of a compression stage is to increase the brightness
of the atomic beam by decreasing the transverse velocity of the atoms. To reduce the
transverse velocity component of41Ca atoms we can use laser-beams perpendicular to
the atom beam which are about one natural linewidth red-detuned from the resonance
frequency of41Ca. This effectively cools the transverse velocity component of the atoms,
as explained in section 2.4.1.

When we study the isotope selectivity of the compression we notice that the optical
selectivity is not maximized because the laser is not tuned to the maximum scattering
rate of41Ca. We expect however a significant isotope selectivity in the optical compres-
sion because the laser, when red-detuned for41Ca, is blue detuned for40Ca. The same
optical molasses that reduces the transverse velocity of the41Ca atoms thus increases
the transverse velocity component of the40Ca atoms. And only atoms with a very small
transverse velocity can make it to the end of the Zeeman slower and to the trap. For
moving atoms we can think of the isotope shift as a velocity shift of the resonance con-
ditions. The isotope shift of 154 MHz between40Ca and the 7/2 to 9/2 transition in41Ca
corresponds to a velocity difference of 72 m/s.

We have done a simulation of the compression process using the Monte Carlo model
in order to find out the optimum parameters for isotope selectivity and efficiency. The
schematic layout of the simulation setup is shown in figure 4.4. In the simulation we
consider an atomic beam consisting of40Ca atoms. At a distanceX1 from the exit of
the oven from which the atoms are evaporated the atoms cross a light field. The light
field has a lengthX2 = 1 cm and the total power in the light field isP = 5 mW. Then the
atoms drift for a distanceX3= 40 cm to the detection region. The detection region is the
trapping region: the area from which atoms are trapped is determined in the experiment
by the diameter of the trapping laser beamsX4, which is 1 cm. The atoms are randomly
started from a position within an area which measures 8 by 8 mm. The initial transverse
velocity of the atoms is picked from a random normal distribution with center 0 and a
width of 40 m/s.

The maximum transverse velocity that an atom can have and still end up in the de-
tection region depends on the longitudinal velocity. Also the interaction time with the
optical molasses depends on the longitudinal velocity. For a typical oven temperature of
650 ◦C the most probable longitudinal velocity is 600 m/s. This is the initial velocity
of the atoms that we used in the simulation. It takes these atoms 1.7 ms to travel from
the oven to the detection region. In the same time they are allowed to travel 5 mm off
axis: this corresponds to a maximum transverse velocity of 3 m/s. The corresponding
maximum transverse velocity for an atom moving at 50 m/s is only 25 cm/s. Important
to note is that the velocity associated with the Doppler limit is 42 cm/s. This means that
even if the atoms are cooled to the Doppler limit in the optical molasses not all of these
slow atoms will make it to the detection region: the efficiency of the transfer is never
100 %.
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Figure 4.4: A schematic drawing of the setup for the determination of the isotope selectivity of
the compression stage

The principle of compression is shown by a few simulation results in figure 4.5. The
final position of 10,000 atoms is shown for a number of different laser detunings. The
compression laser acts only on the y-position directly. A negative detuning corresponds
to a blue detuned laser.

The results of this simulation have been summarized in figure 4.6. In this figure
the amount of atoms at a certain y position as a function of laser detuning can be seen.
Two line-profiles are plotted at the side of the picture. In the top panel the intensity at
the center position (y=0) is plotted as a function of the laser detuning, and in the right
panel the distribution of the atoms along the y-axis for a detuning of -15 MHz is shown.
At this laser detuning a minimum number of atoms arrives at y=0. The other extreme,
maximum compression, is for a laser detuning of about 30 MHz. The area within which
there is considerable effect is limited from -50 MHz to +50 MHz, which is smaller than
the isotope shift (154 MHz). It is clear that for a given laser frequency we can not have
optimal compression of isotope41Ca and at the same time maximum defocussing of
40Ca. The maximum increase of the atom number for a detuning of 30 MHz is a factor
of 3.7±0.2. The maximum decrease is at least a factor 150, since at the detuning of -15
MHz no atoms are found in the detection region aroundy = 0.

We can conclude from these simulations that the largest isotope selectivity can be
obtained for a relatively small blue detuning (10 to 30 MHz) with respect to40Ca. The
decrease of40Ca atoms is a stronger effect than the increase of41Ca atoms. The argument
for this is that a small velocity change in the compression section is already sufficient to
prevent these atoms from reaching the detection region. For the increase of the41Ca
fraction in the detection region the transverse velocity component of the atoms has to be
cooled quickly and completely, which requires more laser power.

Extending the compression to 2 dimensions will increase both the isotope selectivity
and the efficiency. The expected total increase in intensity in the detection region for
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Figure 4.5: The final positions of a large number of atoms travelling through an optical molasses.
Atoms are either pushed to the center of the beam for a positive or red-detuned laser, or pushed to
the side by a negative or blue-detuned laser

two-dimensional compression is a factor of 15. The total isotope selectivity could reach
a factor of 1502 = 22500. The simulation was done for a distance between compression
and detection of 40 cm, in order to compare with experimental results which will be
presented in chapter 5. For longer distances the requirements on the final transverse
velocity become even more stringent: therefore the efficiency and isotope selectivity gain
is expected to increase. The distance from the oven to the deflection stage is roughly 1
meter. The atom flux through the area from which atoms can successfully be deflected
to the trap is thus without collimation a factor of(2.5)2 = 6.25 smaller, making the total
potential gain a factor of∼ 100.

If sufficient laser power were available then the optimum solution would be to have
a red-detuned compression stage for efficiency followed by a blue-detuned compression
stage for selectivity.

4.5 Isotope selectivity in atomic beam slowing

The purpose of the Zeeman slower is to increase the fraction of atoms that is within the
capture range of the MOT. The working principle of the Zeeman slower was explained
in section 2.4.3. We have used the Monte Carlo model to simulate the trajectories of
the different isotopes through the Zeeman slower to see whether there are any isotope
selective effects. The results are shown in figure 4.7. At the final velocity of41Ca (50
m/s) the intensity of40Ca is reduced by a factor of± 50. We therefore conclude that the
isotope selectivity of the Zeeman slower is at least a factor of 50. The40Ca atoms moving
slower than 50 m/s have a greatly reduced chance of making it past the deflection to the
trap. Most of the42Ca atoms still move at higher velocities and will not be deflected to
the trap as will be shown in the next section.
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Figure 4.6: The distribution of atoms over the y axis as a function of the laser detuning. In this
simulation the compressing optical molasses is along the y axis, after which the atoms travel for
40 cm to the detection area

The different final velocity distributions can be understood from figure 4.8. In this
figure the trajectories through the Zeeman slower are given for the three isotopes40Ca,
41Ca and42Ca while the laser detuning is optimized for41Ca. A number of different
starting velocities are shown. For each isotope and velocity there is a point in the Zeeman
slower where the Zeeman shift equals the Doppler shift, and the atoms are slowed down
from this point on. For the different isotopes with the same starting velocity these points
are not the same. For40Ca this point is reached first, then for41Ca, and then for42Ca.
At the point where the42Ca become resonant with the laser light the magnetic field is
steeper than it is at the point where the41Ca atoms are resonant, because the slope of
the magnetic field increases along the axis of the Zeeman slower, as can be seen from
figure 3.12.

For a proper operation of a Zeeman slower care must be taken that the slope of the
magnetic field is not too large for the given laser power. If it is too large an atom can
not be slowed down quickly enough and it will arrive at a location in the Zeeman slower
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Figure 4.7: The results of a simulation testing the isotope selectivity that can be achieved in
the Zeeman slower. The laser detuning is optimized for 41Ca. The initial longitudinal velocity
distribution is shown in the top panel, the final longitudinal velocity distributions of 40Ca, 41Ca
and 42Ca are shown in the lower panel

where the magnetic field strength is not sufficient anymore to cancel its Doppler shift,
and thus the atom is lost from the slowing process. To avoid this the minimum possible
Zeeman slower length is usually increased with a factorµ, which is on the order of
1.5 to 2.

The minimum length of a Zeeman slower for a given starting velocity is determined
by the transition rate, the transition energy and the mass of the atom. It just takes a certain
number of absorption-emission cycles to bring an atom to rest. Usually the transition is
not saturated because we want to avoid stimulated emission, because in stimulated emis-
sion the net momentum transfer is zero. Thus, the minimum length is also determined
by the laser power used. This is illustrated in figure 4.9, where the percentage of slowed
atoms is shown as a function of the laser power. The data is this figure is the obtained
from the computer-simulation of the slowing process inside the Zeeman slower. This
simulation was done for different laser powers. An atom is counted as ’slowed’ if the
final velocity is smaller then 75 m/s and not equal to the initial velocity.

It can be seen that below 30 mW the percentage of slowed atoms drops dramatically.
This is caused by the above-mentioned effect. The isotope selectivity is expected to be
optimal if we operate the Zeeman slower close to this critical value of the laser power.
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Figure 4.8: The trajectories through the Zeeman slower for the three isotopes 40Ca, 41Ca and 42Ca
while the laser detuning is optimized for 41Ca. A number of different starting velocities are shown

4.6 Isotope selectivity in atomic beam deflection

The main purpose of the deflection stage is isotope selection. The deflection stage assures
that the beam of atoms coming out of the Zeeman slower and the Zeeman slower laser
beam are not passing through the MOT chamber. Only the deflected atoms enter the
MOT chamber and can be trapped. It is possible to make a selection between the different
isotopes in the deflection stage because the Doppler shift is reduced such that the Doppler
broadened transitions for the isotopes are smaller than the isotope shift.

The earliest reference to isotope separation by radiation pressure found in the literatu-
re is the US-patent of Pressmann [107]. He suggests ’a method of separating of isotopes,
one of which selectively absorbs light of a predetermined wavelength comprising direc-
ting a beam of light across a gaseous beam comprising a mixture of the isotopes to deflect
the selectively absorbing species, and collecting the deflected species’. The first experi-
mental report was published in 1974 [108]. In this paper a dye laser is used to selectively
deflect Barium isotopes on the 6s2 1S0 - 6s6p1P1 transition. The efficiency is limited by
the rather large transition probability from the1P1 to the metastable 6s5d1D2 state. The
ratio of the rates for the1P1-1S0 and1P1-1D2 transition is just 24. Later some improve-
ments in the excitation scheme were made. Further improvement at that time was limited
however due to the unavailability of a suitable laser at the required wavelength [109].
Isotopically selective deflection has also been reported with lithium [110].
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Figure 4.9: The percentage of slowed atoms in the Zeeman slower as a function of the laser power,
as was obtained from a simulation

Janik et al [111] selectively deflected krypton isotopes from an atomic beam. The
maximum enrichment factor they observed in the deflected beam was 1.2·104 at a deflec-
tion angle of 19 mrad (about 1 degree). The aim of their research was to do photon-burst
detection of ambient levels of the rare81Kr and85Kr isotopes in the deflected beam [112].

The best option for the deflection of a slow calcium beam is a one-dimensional op-
tical molasses [89] inclined by an angle with respect to the atomic beam that damps the
velocity components of the atoms in the direction of the lasers. The possibility of large-
angle deflection of a calcium beam has been shown by Witteet al. [66]. They deflected
an estimated 1010 atoms/s over an angle of 30◦ with mean longitudinal velocities of 35
m/s and a velocity width of approximately 13 m/s. The transverse velocity of the deflec-
ted atoms was close to the one-dimensional Doppler limit. The isotope selectivity of the
deflection was not investigated though.

For our experiment we have used the Monte Carlo model to analyze the deflection.
As a starting point an atomic beam with an average velocity of 30 m/s has been taken.
The atoms are started from a square of 8 by 8 mm in the x-y plane. The initial velocity
in the in the x-direction is zero, and the velocity in the y-direction is chosen such that
the angle of their total velocity is 30◦ with the y-axis. They interact immediately with a
pair of counterpropagating laser beams which cross the atomic beam under an angle of
30◦. The laser has a uniform intensity over its diameter of 1 cm and it has a total power
of 5 mW. The laser beam axis is defined as they axis. The velocity component along
they axis is thus cooled, and the atoms travel 40 cm to the MOT-area along thez axis.
Here the position of the atoms is recorded. An example is shown in figure 4.10, where
the final position (atz = 40 cm) of 1000 atoms is shown. The laser was 40 MHz red
detuned with respect to the resonance. Also shown is the initial starting area of the atoms
at z= 0, the area from which the atoms can be trapped and the minimum expected area
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Figure 4.10: The final position of 1000 deflected atoms for a laser detuning of 40 MHz. Also
shown is the initial starting position of the atoms at a position 40 cm away along the zaxis, the area
from which the atoms can be trapped and the minimum expected area corresponding to the drift of
atoms which are transversely cooled to the Doppler limit

corresponding to the drift of atoms which are transversely cooled to the Doppler limit.
In this simulation 22 % of the atoms ended up in the capture area. For the y-position 97
% is within the Doppler limit area, while for the x-position this is only 71 %. The reason
for this difference is the heating in the x-direction due to the cooling in the y-direction.

The efficiency of the deflection has been analyzed as a function of the laser power,
the laser detuning and the initial velocity of the atoms.

The effect of the laser power is shown in figure 4.11. From this figure we can con-
clude that a laser power of 5 mW is sufficient to deflect the atoms while the spread in the
x-position is still modest. For higher powers a considerable larger heating occurs.

The effect of the laser detuning can be seen in figure 4.12. From this figure we con-
clude that the optimum laser detuning for the deflection is around 40 MHz red detuned,
because the deflection in the y axis is still good while the spread in the x-position is
already considerably less than for a detuning of 20 MHz. When deflecting41Ca with a
detuning of +40 MHz the effective frequency for40Ca is 40-150=-110 MHz. It can be
seen that the average y position for this detuning is roughly 40 cm with a rather large
spread. From the limited number of atoms in this simulation (1000) none ended up in
the trapping region. Therefore we have done the simulation with larger atom numbers to
see what the probability is that a40Ca atom will end up in the trapping region with this
detuning. Even for 100,000 simulated atoms not a single atom ends up in the detection
region. Based on that result we estimate that the isotope selectivity of the deflection stage
is at least 105.
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Figure 4.11: The average final position on the x and y axis as a function of the laser power. Note
that the laser power scale is not linear. The spread in the final position is indicated by the distance
between the 25 % percentile and the 75 % percentile, which contains 50 % of the atoms

The effect of the initial velocity is shown in figure 4.13.40Ca,41Ca and42Ca atoms
with a range of longitudinal velocities have been traced through the deflection molasses.
Plotted in figure 4.13 are the deflection angles as a function of the initial velocity for
40Ca, 41Ca, and42Ca atoms. In the inset the geometry of the atomic beam and the de-
flection laser beams is shown. The deflection laser is tuned 40 MHz below the resonance
frequency of41Ca. While the41Ca atoms are deflected well for velocities up to 90 m/s,
the 40Ca are pushed away from the atomic beam axis. This is the main reason that the
combination of a Zeeman slower and the large-angle deflection is so effective in selecti-
vely deflecting only one desired isotope out of the atom beam. Similar simulations have
been done for different laser powers, and it follows that both the isotope selectivity and
the efficiency of the deflection stage increase with increasing laser power.

We have to look into the deflection in some more detail in order to explain the beha-
vior of the deflection angle of the40Ca atoms. Only the velocity component along the
axis of the molasses laser beams (calledvmol) is affected by the deflection molasses. The
40Ca atoms are mostly resonant with the molasses laser beam pushing them away from
the trap (laser 1, cf. fig 4.13). The number of scattered photons depends on the scattering
rate as given in formula 2.14, and on the time the atoms spend in the optical molasses.
For the40Ca atoms at the given detuning this scattering rate is a Lorentzian with its maxi-
mum atvmol = 50 m/s. This corresponds to an atom with a longitudinal velocity (called
vlong) of 100 m/s. During the time that the atoms are in the optical molassesvmol will
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Figure 4.12: The average final position on the x and y axis as a function of the laser detuning
relative to the resonance. Positive values correspond to a red laser detuning. The spread in the final
position is indicated by the distance between the 25 % percentile and the 75 % percentile, which
contains 50 % of the atoms

change due to the scattering. The atoms can be accelerated to a finalvmol which depends
on the time spent in the molasses and the linewidth of the transition. The deflection angle
is determined by the ratio betweenvmol andvlong. The minimum in the deflection angle
for 40Ca atoms around 20 m/s is the region wherevmol is limited by the time the atom
spent in the molasses. Forvlong < 5 m/s the deflection reaches the maximum possible
deflection angle of 60◦, i.e. parallel to the molasses laser beams. Forvlong > 30 m/s
vmol reaches a maximum value limited by the linewidth of the transition. The deflection
angle is then just determined by the ratio of this maximum value ofvmol and the initial
longitudinal velocity.

4.7 Isotope selectivity in a Magneto-Optical Trap

To determine the isotope selectivity in the trap we have to take into account both the
actual trapping of the atoms and the way in which they are detected. The trap itself only
works for a relatively small detuning of about a natural linewidth to the red side of the
transition of the isotope of interest. In this sense the trap is infinitely isotope selective.
When we detect the scattered photons from the trapped atoms a small signal from the
un-trapped atoms can also be detected. The ratio between the signal of the trapped and
the un-trapped atoms is the isotope selectivity of the detection, and it is the limiting factor
on the total isotope selectivity of the trap.
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Figure 4.13: The deflection angle as function of the initial velocity of the atoms for 40Ca, 41Ca
and 42Ca atoms

In practice the isotope selectivity of the MOT is thus limited by the ratio of the amount
of photons that are scattered and detected from the isotope of interest to the amount of
photons scattered and detected from interfering isotopes. In the case of calcium, the
amount of photons that can be scattered (and thus collected) from the isotope of interest
is limited by the time that it stays in the trap. As explained in section 2.5.2 the amount of
scattered photons is, without a repump laser, limited to± 100,000 photons. How many
photons are scattered from a single40Ca atoms arriving at the trap?

From the 100,000 photons scattered by the average41Ca atom we detect about 180,
corresponding to a detection efficiency of 1.8 ·10−3. This detection efficiency is for the
light emitted from the center of the trap: the lens system we use focusses the light from
the trapped atoms through a pinhole on the photomultiplier. Light which is not emitted
from the center of the trap has a much smaller chance of making it to the detector. The
area which is imaged is about 1 mm3. We will assume for simplicity that only light from
this volume is detected.

A 40Ca atom moving with a velocity of 30 m/s can spend at most 30µs in the trap
center. If the effective detuning for this atom is 110 MHz then the scattering rate is about
2 ·104 photons/s (from equation 2.14). This corresponds to an average of 0.6 scattered
photons during the time that a40Ca atom is in the trap center.

When trapping41Ca atoms the laser is blue detuned for40Ca atoms, which are the-
refore actively pushed away from the trap center. It is difficult to estimate the resulting
reduction in the amount of40Ca atoms that arrive in the trap center. It is however safe
to assume that the ratio between the amount of40Ca and the41Ca atoms that end in the
trap center is at least equal to the ratio of the trap area (1 mm2) and the trapping area (1.5
cm2) as defined in figure 4.10. This ratio is 1/150. This number will be higher if40Ca
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Part of the experiment Estimate from simulation
present possible

Compression@oven � 2·104

Zeemanslower 50 50
Deflection 105 105

Compression@deflection � 10
Trapping 2.5·107 2.5·107

Total Isotope selectivity: 1.2·1014 2.5·1019

Table 4.1: The outcome of the simulations of the isotope selectivity. The different components of
the experiment are shown. Also indicated is the isotope selectivity that becomes possible by adding
two compression stages to the experiment. ’�’ indicates that this component is not implemented

atoms are actively pushed away from the trap center, and lower if not all41Ca atoms are
collected in the trap center.

Combining the numbers above we end up at an isotope selectivity of the detection of
the isotopes in the trap of at least 25·106.

4.8 Conclusion

Isotope selectivity

We can now combine the estimated isotope selectivities of the various stages of the expe-
riment. The results of the isotope selectivity simulations are summarized in table 4.1. For
each part of the experiment the estimation of the selectivity is shown. The right column
is showing the possible isotope selectivity that can be reached if we would have more
laserpower available. In that case we could add two compression stages to the experi-
ment, the first compressing the atomic beam at the entrance of the Zeeman slower and the
second compressing the atomic beam at the point where it is deflected to the trap. With
the present laserpower we can test the compression stages, but we can not run all parts of
the experiment simultaneously. The estimates given for the individual parts of the expe-
riment should be seen as an estimate of the order of magnitude of the isotope selectivity,
and can be used to compare the different parts of the experiment with each other. Careful
simplifications have been made in this chapter to obtain these estimates. Nevertheless
these estimates can be used as a valuable guideline for the design and optimization of the
experiment.

Efficiency

We can also summarize the information obtained from the simulations on the efficiency
of the various parts of the experiment. The efficiency is defined as the ratio of the number
of 41Ca atoms that are detected to the total number of41Ca atoms that leave the oven.
This number is of importance for the total time that a measurement of41Ca at the natural
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Figure 4.14: The initial and final transverse position of atoms slowed down in the Zeeman slower

abundance level would take. The results are shown in table 4.2, where again in the right
column the values are shown that can be obtained if we would have enough laserpower
to add the two compression stages to the experiment.

For the first step from the oven to the Zeeman slower the atoms are required to have
a transverse velocity smaller than 5 m/s. With this transverse velocity, and an average
velocity of 300 m/s these atoms can still make it to the exit of the Zeeman slower. The
fraction of atoms in this transverse velocity range is estimated at 4· 10−3, where we
approximate the transverse velocity distribution by a normal distribution withσ = 60
m/s. This number is based in the compression ratio of 1/10 by the exit channels of the
oven.

The 2D-compression stage can increase this fraction by an expected factor of at least
100, depending on the laser power available. However, due to the slowing process in the
Zeeman slower we lose some of the atoms: the atomic beam spreads in the transverse
direction. Even though the transverse velocity is not so much affected we see a reduction
by at least a factor of 10 if we compare the number of atoms at the beginning and the end
of the Zeeman slower within a radius of 0.5 cm around the central axis. This simulation
result is shown in figure 4.14. Furthermore, the fraction of atoms slowed down to the
design velocity depends strongly on the available laser power.

The deflection transfers at most 22% of the atoms from within an area of 8 by 8 mm
to the trapping area. In this simulation the longitudinal velocity is 30 m/s and the initial
transverse velocity was neglected. Atoms faster than 90 m/s are not deflected anymore. If
at the deflection stage there is any transverse velocity in the x-direction this can result in a
large loss. Even if the transverse velocity is fully Doppler limited only 1/3rd of the atoms
arrives in the trapping area. Of a beam with a normal transverse velocity distribution with
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Part of the experiment Estimate from simulation
present possible

Compression@oven 0.004 0.4
Zeemanslower - spreading 0.1 0.1
Zeemanslower - slowed fraction 0.6 0.9
Deflection 0.4 0.4
Compression@deflection 0.07 1
Trapping 0.2 0.2
Total Efficiency: 1·10−6 3·10−3

Table 4.2: The estimated efficiency based on the simulation of the different components of the
experiment

aσ of 5 m/s as was assumed in the initial part of this efficiency estimation, only 7 % have
a velocity at or below the Doppler limit.

If the atoms arrive at the trapping area we estimate the trapping efficiency at 20 %;
the detection efficiency is the last step, and based on the results which will be presented
in the next chapter we expect that no atoms are lost at this point anymore.

Depending on the total laser power available the efficiency for a number of scenario’s
can be estimated. With enough power available to do 2D compression before the Zeeman
slower and at the deflection we expect an efficiency of 3· 10−3. It is clear from these
numbers how much depends on the compression of the atomic beam, because without
this the efficiency drops by a factor 2100 resulting in an estimated efficiency of 1·10−6.





Chapter 5

Experimental results and analysis

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter the main experimental results are presented1. We begin by measurements
on a calcium atomic beam which are presented in section 5.2. These measurements are
used for frequency stabilization of the laser and characterization of the atomic beam. In
sections 5.3 and 5.4 the main properties of atoms trapped in the Magneto-optical trap
(MOT) are presented. Section 5.4 deals with the number of atoms in the trap.

These sections are followed by the achievements in realizing the key experimental
goals for the Alcatraz experiment, namely:

1. to reach an isotope selectivity of≥ 1014 such that the interfering background signal
of 40Ca no longer limits the detection sensitivity of41Ca - section 5.5

2. to reach the sensitivity needed to detect a single atom arriving in the magneto-
optical trap, such that the abundance of41Ca can be determined by counting the
number of atoms - section 5.6

3. to reach an efficiency in the transfer of atoms from the oven to the trap such that a
measurement of41Ca atoms at a low abundance level can be done within a reaso-
nable time - section 5.7

In section 5.8 we present and discuss the results on a measurement of the isotopic
abundances for the stable calcium isotopes in an atomic beam and in the MOT. These
measurements are of importance for the choice of a good reference signal for the deter-
mination of the41Ca abundance in a sample with unknown41Ca concentration.

1A number of the results presented in this chapter have been published:
S. Hoekstra, A.K. Mollema, R. Morgenstern, H.W. Wilschut and R.Hoekstra, Single-atom detection of calcium
isotopes by atom-trap trace analysis,Phys. Rev. A71, 023409 (2005)

81
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Figure 5.1: The absorption of a laser beam crossing the atomic beam under an angle of 90◦ while
scanning the frequency over the 40Ca resonance. This measurement was done at a distance of 5 cm
from the exit of the oven

5.2 Atomic beam

One of the simplest experiments that can be done to characterize the atomic beam is
to measure the frequency dependent absorption of a laser beam intersecting the atomic
beam. Depending on the angle of the intersection the transversal and/or longitudinal
velocity component of the atoms can be measured by the broadening of the absorption
profile due to the doppler shift.

The absorption spectrum measured when the laser crosses the atomic beam under an
angle of 90◦ is shown in figure 5.1. This measurement was done at a distance of 5 cm after
the exit of the oven, while the oven temperature was set at 550◦ C. A gaussian distribution
with a FWHM of 198 MHz is also shown in the figure. Even though the absorption
shape is not a pure gaussian we can conclude that the transverse velocity distribution for
this oven temperature can be reasonably well described by a normal distribution with a
FWHM of 198/2.4 = 82.5 m/s. The standard deviation of such a distribution is∼ 35
m/s.

The measured longitudinal velocity distribution of the atoms out of the oven can be
seen in figure 5.2. It was determined by scanning the frequency of a laser beam crossing
the atomic beam under an angle of 45 degrees. The fluorescence of the atoms as a func-
tion of the laser frequency was measured by a photomultiplier. This measurement was
done in the trapping chamber using the beam from oven 2 (see figure 3.1). By recording
a similar spectrum with the laser beam crossing the atomic beam under 90 degrees (see
next paragraph and figure 5.3) the frequency scale could be calibrated, because in that
situation the different isotopes with known isotope shifts can be distinguished. This mea-
surement was done at a distance of 40 cm from the oven, using the vertical laser beam of
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Figure 5.2: The longitudinal velocity distribution of the atomic beam. It is deduced from the
frequency dependence of the fluorescence of the atomic beam when intersected by a laser beam
under an angle of 45◦. The fit corresponds to an oven temperature of 754 K

the MOT and the PMT connected to the MOT chamber. Only atoms with a small trans-
verse velocity can make it to the center of the trapping chamber where the laser beam
crosses the atomic beam. Therefore an influence of the transverse velocity component on
the measurement of the longitudinal velocity distribution can be neglected. The readout
of the temperature controller of the oven, which uses a thermocouple connected to the
oven, was 480◦C. The measured distribution can be fitted with a velocity distribution
corresponding to a temperature of 754±5 K, which is 481pm5 ◦C. It agrees very well
with the temperature as measured by the thermocouple connected to the oven.

The fluorescence spectrum measured when the laser crosses the atomic beam under
an angle of 90◦ is shown in figure 5.3. This is measured in the trapping chamber too,
and therefore the broadening due to the transverse velocity component is small. This
is confirmed by the width of the fluorescence peak of40Ca. The width is 38 MHz,
which is only slightly larger than the natural linewidth of 34 MHz. This corresponds to
a transverse velocity component of 1.9 m/s in the atomic beam. On the right side of the
40Ca peak the fluorescence of42Ca and44Ca can be seen. The isotope shift between40Ca
and44Ca is used to calibrate the frequency axis. A similar measurement on a logarithmic
scale is presented in section 5.8.

Using spectroscopy on the atomic beam from oven 2 (cf. figure 3.1) the laser fre-
quency is stabilized. This is done by comparing the laser frequency to the resonance
frequency of40Ca. Even though in an atomic beam we only probe the transverse com-
ponent of the atoms’ velocity there is significant Doppler broadening of the absorption
profile, as we have seen in figure 5.1. Therefore we have to use a Doppler-free me-
thod. Two widely used methods are Doppler-free saturated absorption spectroscopy and
polarization spectroscopy.
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Figure 5.3: The fluorescence of the atomic beam when intersected by a laser beam under an angle
of 90◦, at a distance of 40 cm from the oven

An example of the signals that are obtained by a variety of methods is shown in figure
5.4. In all cases, the probe laser is scanned over the resonance frequency of40Ca, and the
Doppler broadened absorption profile is shown in the top part of the figure. Then, when
switching on a counter-propagating pump laser beam a small transmission maximum can
be seen in the middle of the broad absorption profile: the Lamb dip. This is shown in the
second panel. The local maximum in the transmission of the probe laser beam is caused
by a smaller fraction of atoms in the ground state due to the intense pump laser beam.

The much narrower Doppler-free signal is shown in the third panel. This signal was
obtained by setting a linear polarization to both pump and probe beams, modulating the
pump beam and detecting the small induced modulation signal in the probe beam with
a lock-in amplifier. This is the standard technique of Doppler-free saturated absorption
spectroscopy.

The bottom panel of the figure shows the dispersive shape of the signal obtained
with polarization spectroscopy. The technique of polarization spectroscopy was treated
in section 3.3.2. The main idea is that the strong pump beam, with circular polarization,
induces through optical pumping a birefringence of the atoms. The transmission of the
weak probe beam, which is linearly polarized, is sensitive to this birefringence. The li-
near polarization of the probe beam can be thought of as composed of equal components
of right-handed polarized light and left-handed polarized light. In the optically pumped
sample one of the circular polarized components is more absorbed than the other com-
ponent, resulting in a rotation of the linear polarization. This is recorded by a detector
behind a crossed polarizer. The slope of the central linear part is about 100 mV / MHz,
which is easily strong enough to stabilize the laser to within 1 MHz. The laser beam
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Figure 5.4: Spectroscopy of the cooling transition of calcium. In the top panel the absorption of a
probe laser is shown as it is scanned over the transition. When adding a counterpropagating pump
laser the lamb dip can be seen in the second panel when both lasers excite the same atoms. The
doppler-free signal shown in the third panel has been separated from the broad absorption profile
by modulation of the pump beam and a lock-in amplifier. In the bottom panel the signal as obtained
from polarization spectroscopy is shown. This is the signal we use for the stabilization of the laser
frequency

used for the locking has also been sent through a double-pass AOM to provide a frequen-
cy shift to stabilize the laser at the42Ca or the44Ca frequency. For small detunings up
to 50 MHz a small rotation of theλ/4 waveplate is sufficient as it was found that it shifts
the position of the steep slope.

5.3 Magneto-optical trap

5.3.1 Trap decay time and loading time

The trap decay time is relevant for ATTA, because it determines whether the counting of
the atoms can be separated in a loading and detection phase. Only if the atoms remain
trapped for about 100 ms on average such a separation is possible. In the loading phase,
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Figure 5.5: The decay of the MOT fluorescence when the deflection laser is blocked. Without
repump laser the decay time constant is 21 ms, with repump laser the decay time constant is 221
ms

which could last 100 ms, large diameter laser beams can be used to capture atoms with a
large probability. After this phase the diameter and the power of the trapping laser beams
is reduced to be able to observe a trapped atom with a good signal to background ratio.
This phase would also last 100 ms. Such a separation was successfully implemented for
the ultra-sensitive detection of krypton isotopes using ATTA [65] where it increased the
capture rate by at least an order of magnitude.

The expected trap decay time has been discussed in section 2.5.2. The trap decay
time can be measured by switching off the loading of the MOT. The subsequent decay
of the MOT population can be monitored by the trap fluorescence. If cold collisions are
negligible the decay of the fluorescence can be fitted with a single exponential decay
the time constant of which is the average trapping time. To switch off the loading is
rather easy for our experimental setup: the atomic beam can be switched on and off by
switching the deflection laser on and off. Also the loading behavior of the trap can be
measured. The loading rate of the trap can be measured by switching the MOT beams on
and observing the subsequent increase of the MOT fluorescence.

The effect of the repump laser on the trap decay time is demonstrated in figure 5.5,
where the fluorescence decay of trapped40Ca atoms is shown. The time constants that
can be fitted are 21± 2 ms without repump laser and 221± 5 ms with repump laser.
The repump laser beam was retro-reflected and had a diameter of 5 mm and a power
of 5 mW. The decay times mentioned above are examples, as the actual value depends
strongly on the frequency and the intensity of both the 423 nm and the 672 nm laser. The
value of 21 ms is typical for a calcium trap, as similar trapping times were reported in
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Figure 5.6: The decay of the MOT fluorescence of 40Ca and 43Ca while using the repump laser

references [66,98, 99,113]. A remarkably short trap decay time of only 8 ms was found
in reference [114].

A difference between the loading and the decay time constants is a measure of losses
due to cold collisions between the trapped atoms [113,114]. Within experimental uncer-
tainties we did not find a difference between the loading and decay time constants of the
trap.

The decay time constant of 221 ms is significantly longer than any value found in
literature. In reference [113] 72 ms was found, in reference [99] 84 ms and in reference
[66] 100 ms was reported. In all cases it was reported that the lifetime is limited by the
background pressure. If we compare the value of the decay time with the repump laser
(221 ms) with the rate equation model developed in section 2.5.2 (see figure 2.11) we find
a loss rate due to collisions with the background gas of∼ 30/s, assuming saturation of the
repump transition. According to the simple formula by Bjorkholm [92]:γ = p/(2·10−8)
mbar/s, this indicates a background pressure of∼ 6 ·10−7 mBar. This is about a factor
of 10 higher than indicated by the ion pump connected to the trapping chamber during
experiments with the oven at high temperatures (500− 600◦ C). The average trapping
time is also rather sensitive to the power available for the repump transition, as can bee
seen from figure 2.10. The saturation intensity of this transition is 0.8 mW / cm2.

The most probable explanation for the long average trapping time compared to the
literature values is the deflection stage. The deflection stage has a very high isotope se-
lectivity, as will be shown in section 5.5. Furthermore, only slow atoms are effectively
deflected into the direction of the trap. This means that when trapping any of the calci-
um isotopes the un-decelerated fraction of the atomic beam, which would normally fly
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through the trapping volume, is removed. This hot atomic beam is probably what limits
the trapping time in the calcium traps reported in the literature [66,98,99,113].

The trapping time of the odd isotopes43Ca and41Ca which have a nuclear spin of
I=7/2 is an important issue, because both the upper and lower levels of the repump tran-
sition are hyperfine split with the transition spectrum spanning over approximately 500
MHz. It was reported in [66] that the trap lifetime of43Ca rose only to 60 ms due to
the incomplete coverage over the hyperfine structure of the repump transition with the
single-frequency repump laser. A higher power laser with various sidebands will be ne-
cessary to adequately repump the odd isotopes43Ca and41Ca. By just improving the
average trapping time of43Ca to 100 ms the authors of [66] expect an improvement of at
least one order of magnitude in both the trap loading rate and the detection limit.

We have therefore measured the decay time of43Ca in our trap while the repump
laser is on. The results are shown in figure 5.6. The decay time of 43Ca is increased by
the repump laser to 111±2 ms, while in this case the decay time of40Ca reached 275±2
ms. Extra care was taken in this measurement to make sure that the overlap between
the blue trapping laser beams and the red repump laser beams was optimized, and this
is probably also the reason for the longer decay time measured for40Ca compared to
the measurement presented in figure 5.5. The most important result however of this
measurement is that we demonstrate a repump-enhanced average trapping time of43Ca
over 100 ms, which can lead to the above-mentioned improvement of the trap loading
rate and the detection limit by at least one order of magnitude.

5.4 Number of trapped atoms

The number of trapped atoms,k, can be deduced from the fluorescence intensity of the
trapped atoms. For very low atom numbers we can look at the discrete steps in the
fluorescence and just count the atoms: these measurements are presented in section 5.6.
When larger numbers of atoms are present in the trap this method no longer works,
because the fluorescence steps smear out. The rapid fluctuation of the atom number for
largek makes it impossible to see the discrete steps. There we have to extrapolate the
number of photons emitted per atom from the single atom counting. This extrapolation
is valid under a number of conditions. The detector has to be linear over the counting
range. The Hamamatsu photon counting head H 7360-02 can be used up to 107 counts/s
as discussed in section 3.9.1. By placing a neutral density filter between the detector and
the trapped atoms we can make sure to stay within this linear range. Furthermore we
have to ensure a complete mapping of the atom cloud volume on the PMT.

According to a general investigation of magneto-optical traps by Townsendet al[115]
three different regimes can be distinguished for MOT’s: the temperature limited regime
(T), the multiple scattering regime (MS) and the two-component regime (TC). At small
numbers of atoms (1 to 104) the atomic density is low and interatomic effects can be
neglected. Since the temperature in this regime (T) does not depend on the number of
trapped atoms, the cloud radius is independent ofk and thus the density is proportional to
k. For medium numbers of trapped atoms (typically above 104) reabsorption of scattered
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Figure 5.7: The fluorescence signal of ∼ 91 trapped 46Ca atoms

photons within the trapped cloud is an important effect. This is the multiple scattering
regime. It was found experimentally [115] that the density in the MS regime is almost
independent of the number of atoms trapped. Thus the volume of the trap grows with the
number of trapped atoms. This effect would give us an underestimation of the number
of trapped atoms for k� 104 by only measuring fluorescence from the central part of
the trapped atom cloud. The two component regime, consisting of a cloud of cold atoms
surrounded by a larger cloud of hotter atoms, is only relevant for very high trapped atom
numbers above 108.

It seems therefore most accurate to determine the number of trapped atoms for atom
numbers in the range of 1− 104. We can use the large dynamic range of the isotopes
to our advantage here: the ratio in abundance between46Ca and40Ca is 2.5 · 104. As
will become clear in section 5.6 the fluorescence of single atoms can be measured. From
the amount of fluorescence shown in figure 5.7 we can conclude that a total number of
90 46Ca atoms is trapped. This measurement gives an indication of the number of40Ca
atoms that can be trapped for the same settings: 2.3·106.

5.5 Isotope selectivity

The compression stage, Zeeman slower, deflection stage and the trap together have to
provide the isotope selectivity required to separate the weak41Ca signal from the40Ca
signal. In the following sections measurements on the isotope selectivity of the different
components of the setup are discussed. The selectivity of the Zeeman slower and de-
flection stage could be tested by measurements of the isotopes in the trap. Because we
do not have enough laser power available to simultaneously do the atomic beam com-
pression its isotope selectivity was investigated in an atomic beam measurement. The
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Figure 5.8: Using a circularly polarized probe beam the Zeeman shift of the 42Ca and 44Ca reso-
nance can be seen. The current through the magnetic field coils is shown on the right of each panel.
With solid lines the Zeeman shift is indicated

technique developed for this measurement was then also applied to confirm the results
for the selectivity of the deflection stage.

First the compression stage is analyzed. Then the loading of the trap by a thermal
beam, a slowed beam, and a slowed and deflected beam is compared with respect to
isotope selectivity.

5.5.1 Compression

To test the isotope selectivity of optical compression a calcium atom beam was generated
in oven 2, and crossed with a laser beam at a distance of 5 cm from the exit nozzle. The
laser beam was retro-reflected 5 times between two mirrors to increase the effective laser
power. The power in the laser beam was 5 mW.
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Figure 5.9: Compression of the atomic beam as a function of the laser frequency. For a red detuned
laser an increase of the atomic beam flux, and for a blue detuned laser a decrease of the atomic
beam flux is seen

In this measurement the frequency dependence of the compression was studied, be-
cause from that we can determine the isotope selectivity. The isotope selectivity is then
defined as the difference in isotope ratio that can be obtained with and without compres-
sion.

The frequency of this compression laser was scanned slowly around the resonance
frequency of44Ca. The amount of44Ca atoms arriving in the trapping chamber 40 cm
downstream as function of the compression frequency was measured via fluorescence by
scanning a second (probe) laser, crossing the atomic beam, around the44Ca resonance.
This was done at a much higher rate than the frequency scanning of the compression laser.
In this way the total amount of44Ca arriving at the detection position could be measured
as a function of the compression laser. Frequency scanning the probe laser with an AOM
is not suitable, because of the limited frequency range and the beam pointing variation
with the frequency. Therefore we varied the effective resonance frequency of the probe
laser which was circularly polarized by scanning the magnetic field. In this way we could
always adjust the frequency of the probe beam to scan around the44Ca resonance.

The magnetic field was scanned by changing the trapping magnetic field coils to
a Helmholtz configuration to generate a uniform magnetic field and then continuously
scanning the amplitude of the magnetic field from a positive value to a negative value
using a bipolar current supply (Kepco BOP 20-10). With this method the effective laser
frequency in the trapping chamber can be adjusted on top of the main laser frequency
which was used to compress the atomic beam. The Zeeman shift is about 1.5 MHz /
Gauss. The fluorescence obtained by this method is shown in figure 5.8.
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The result of the compression measurement is shown in figure 5.9. The experimental
data obtained is a series of fluorescence peaks corresponding to the44Ca atoms. At the
right side of the spectrum these peaks can clearly be seen. The maximum value of these
peaks can be compared with the Monte Carlo simulation of section 4.4. The experimental
data and the calculation are normalized to the maximum intensity. In the experimental
data we find for a red detuning of 25 MHz a maximum increase of a factor 3.4, and for
a blue detuning of 20 MHz a decrease of a factor 4. The increase in signal for the red
detuning corresponds well with the simulation, while for a blue detuned laser a larger
decrease is found in the calculation. This difference can most probably be attributed
to the differences in the simulated and the real atomic beam. Atoms moving very fast
will not have the time to absorb enough photons to push them away from the beam axis,
and the contribution of these atoms might have been underestimated in the simulation.
Furthermore we noted that the alignment of the compression laser is very critical: it might
be that the vertical position of the horizontal compression beam was not fully optimized,
and that therefore a small contribution of non-compressed atoms is always present at the
detection position.

We conclude from this data that the compression laser has an effect mainly on the iso-
tope to which it is either blue or red detuned. When red detuned for41Ca the divergence
of the 40Ca is not much influenced. If enough laser power is available the best soluti-
on would be a combination of a red detuned compression for41Ca and a blue detuned
(de)compression for40Ca. The difference between the required frequencies is only∼ 100
MHz, a frequency shift that can easily be obtained with an AOM. The isotope selectivity
that can be reached should then be 102 to 103 for a two-dimensional compression stage.

5.5.2 Trapping thermal atoms in the MOT

The simplest ATTA configuration is to load the MOT directly from a thermal beam. Since
the capture velocity of the trap is∼ 60 m/s only the low velocity tail of the Boltzmann
distribution is trapped. When the MOT is operated on one of the rare heavier isotopes,
the large amount of40Ca limits the detection of these less abundant isotopes in the trap.
The horizontal trapping beams which intersect the atom beam at 45◦ can excite the fast
40Ca atoms in the atom beam as the frequency of the trapping laser beams is scanned
over the various isotopes. The broad velocity distribution of these hot40Ca atoms can
be seen in figure 5.10 as it dominates the fluorescence at frequencies where for example
trapped46Ca atoms should be visible. This background due to the hot40Ca atoms has the
shape of the Boltzmann distribution. To enable comparison with results of other loading
techniques which will be discussed further on, the fluorescence is set to 1 at the resonance
frequency of46Ca (1160 MHz). The ratio between the fluorescence of the trapped43Ca
and the background40Ca is∼ 0.15, and the ratio between the fluorescence of trapped
42Ca to the background fluorescence of40Ca is∼ 2.

It is not possible to obtain the isotope selectivity of the trap directly from this number.
Only Ca atoms with a velocity below the capture velocity of the trap can be trapped and
contribute to the observed fluorescence signal, e.g. for42Ca. In contrary, the fluorescence
of the 40Ca atoms originates from a group of atoms that have a velocity such that they
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Figure 5.10: Fluorescence from the trap loaded from oven 2. The background signal is caused by
40Ca passing through the trap with its original Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution and being
excited by the horizontal trapping laser beams

are resonant with the horizontal trapping beams. At the trapping frequency of42Ca,40Ca
atoms with a velocity of∼ 210±20 m/s are in resonance too.

5.5.3 Zeeman slower

When the trap is loaded from a slowed atom beam the amount of trapped atoms increases
because a larger fraction of the atoms falls within the capture range of the trap. Figu-
re 5.11 shows the fluorescence detected in the MOT, while simultaneously scanning the
frequency of the trapping laser and the Zeeman slower laser beams over the range of
isotopes. This measurement was done before the deflection stage was installed. It can be
seen that the relative contribution of the hot40Ca atoms is greatly reduced. Comparing fi-
gure 5.10 to figure 5.11, the ratio of for example the trapped44Ca to the40Ca-background
increases from 2.5 to 5000.

The reduction of the40Ca-background enables the detection of trapped46Ca atoms
with a natural abundance of only 0.004 %, which was not possible when loading the trap
directly from the thermal beam. The figure is normalized to the intensity of the46Ca
peak. The ratio between the trapped46Ca and the background40Ca is∼ 3, for 43Ca the
ratio to the40Ca background is∼ 15. The increase of isotope selectivity is the result
of both the increased fraction of slow atoms and the isotope selectivity of the Zeeman
slower itself, which makes it impossible to conclude on an accurate value for the isotope
selectivity of the Zeeman slower.
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Figure 5.11: Fluorescence from the trap loaded from a slowed but not deflected atom beam. This
spectrum was taken before the deflection stage was installed

5.5.4 Deflection

We find that the background signal from fast40Ca atoms disappears almost completely
when loading the trap from a deflected, slow beam. In the measurement presented in
figure 5.12 the background in between all the trapped isotopes is found to be mostly
dependent on the intensity of the laser trapping beams, and only slightly on the oven
temperature (atom flux). This is further illustrated by figure 5.13. Here the fluorescence
from the trap is shown while scanning over the43Ca trapping frequency for two different
oven temperatures. While the43Ca peak intensity increases by a factor of 6.6 (from∼ 500
to ∼ 3300 counts/10 ms), the average background level changes only from 475.9±0.7
to 492.5± 0.5 counts/10 ms. This insignificant background increase of less then 4 %,
corresponding to 16.6± 0.6, is due to extra40Ca atoms. The purely40Ca dependent
background component should also have increased by a factor of 6.6: therefore we can
conclude that at 450◦C the background contribution due to40Ca is 2.5±0.1 counts/10
ms. The43Ca signal relative to the40Ca background is therefore∼ 200. When comparing
this to a directly trapped thermal beam (figure 5.10) the ratio of the43Ca signal to the
40Ca background is increased by a factor of∼ 1300. The rest of the background is due
to laser light scattered from the walls and the windows of the trapping chamber, and can
be further reduced to 125 counts / 10 ms as shown by the data on single atoms, presented
in section 5.6. It is noted that the measured43Ca to46Ca ratio changes, when comparing
figure 5.11 to figure 5.12. This is discussed in section 5.8.

In order to determine a number for the isotope selectivity of the deflection stage
we have applied the same method as was used to analyze the compression stage. The
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Figure 5.12: Fluorescence from the trap loaded from a slowed and deflected beam

magnetic field in the trapping chamber where the deflected atomic beam was detected
was scanned, and the isotope composition of the beam probed by a circularly polarized
laser beam. Two situations were compared: direct loading from a thermal beam from
oven 2 and loading by a deflected and slowed beam from oven 1. The result is shown
in figure 5.14. We have not been able to detect any40Ca from the slowed and deflected
beam in the trap. From the background fluorescence in the trap a lower limit of the
isotope selectivity of 5·104 is estimated.

5.6 Single atoms in the trap

For the detection of41Ca it is necessary to have the ability to observe individual atoms
in the MOT. This is necessary because the expected loading rate for41Ca at the natural
abundance level is always less than one atom per second while the average trapping time
of an atom is on the order of 200 ms (see section 5.3.1). Therefore there will never be
more than one41Ca atom at a given moment in the trap, and we have to make sure that
we can detect each one of these atoms.

The experimental challenge is to separate the small amount of light scattered by a
single atom in the trap from the light coming from all background sources. The main
background source is reflected light from the trapping lasers. A number of modificati-
ons was made compared to a standard MOT design to be able to reach the single atom
sensitivity, as was described in section 3.8.
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Figure 5.13: Fluorescence intensity of 43Ca and background level intensity for two different oven
temperatures. The 43Ca peak intensity increases by a factor of 6.6, while the fluorescence back-
ground level remains almost constant

The procedure to test the sensitivity of the detection system is as follows: the lens
system outside the vacuum chamber was aligned optimally to a bright40Ca MOT, using
a neutral density filter in front of the detector to prevent overexposure. Then the oven
temperature is gradually reduced resulting in a reduced beam flux, and the neutral density
filter is removed. At some point the loading rate is so low that only a few atoms per
second arrive in the trap. If the background is reduced sufficiently at this moment discrete
steps in the fluorescence can be seen. If both the 423 and 672 lasers are set at the right
frequency then the average trapping time is on the order of 100-200 ms.

In figure 5.15 a series of three typical spectra showing the signature of only a few
atoms in the trap are shown for a decreasing loading rate. In the top panel the trap was
loaded by an atomic beam from the oven set at 230◦C. The oven temperature for the
second panel was 214◦C, for the third panel 207◦C. A smoothing procedure (adjacent
averaging) was applied to remove some noise from the data.

It is clear that from such data it can be concluded unambiguously whether an atom
is in the trap or not. By increasing the bin size the signal to noise ratio can be further
increased. The number of atoms arriving in the trap can be monitored in real time by
using a labview program that was written for this purpose.

The data presented in figure 5.15 can be analyzed with the statistical models devel-
oped in chapter 2. The histograms corresponding to the raw data sets of figure 5.15
are shown in figure 5.16, together with a fit by the statistical model from chapter 2.
The average number of atoms (k) in these three experimental situations is obtained from
the fitting parameters. For the top panel we findk = 0.88±0.01, for the middle panel
k = 0.37±0.01 and for the bottom panelk = 0.26±0.01. The average number of pho-
tons per atom was found to be 33.2±0.3 for the measurement in the top panel. For the
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Figure 5.14: A scan over 40Ca and 42Ca comparing a thermal atomic beam and a slowed and
deflected atomic beam. We do not detect a contribution of 40Ca in the deflected atomic beam. The
laser frequency of the deflection stage is set slightly red detuned for 42Ca

other measurements it was 34.4±0.3 and 27.9±0.3. The difference in these number are
most probably related to the detuning of the laser.

5.6.1 Detection efficiency and sensitivity

From the detection of single atoms we can deduce the total detection sensitivity of the
detection system. We know that a calcium atom stays in the trap (without repump laser)
for on average 100,000 excitations, therefore a similar number of photons is emitted. We
detect about 35 photons / 4 ms per single atom in the trap: this translates directly to a
total photon detection efficiency of about 0.2 %. This includes the limited collection area,
the transmission through the lens and pinhole system and the detection efficiency of the
PMT. It should be clear though that the atom detection sensitivity is practically 100 %.

5.7 Efficiency and loading rate

The efficiency is defined as the fraction of the atoms leaving the oven that are detected
in the trap. As the number of atoms can be determined most accurately for low atom
numbers we have measured the intensity of the fluorescence of the least abundant stable
calcium isotope,46Ca. This isotope has an abundance of 0.004 %.

In figure 5.7 the signal of the trapped46Ca atoms is shown as we scan over the trap-
ping frequency. The oven temperature was set to 550◦ C. From the maximum fluorescen-
ce signal we can find the number of trapped atoms: 8000 photons / 10 ms corresponds
to 3200 photons / 4 ms. Since we detect 35 photons/atom/4 ms this corresponds to a
steady state number of∼ 91 trapped46Ca atoms. Since the average trapping time wit-
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Figure 5.15: The fluorescence of the trap for only a few trapped atoms, for three different loading
rates, decreasing from the top to the bottom panel

hout repump laser is 20 ms, this corresponds to a loading rate of∼ 450046Ca atoms/s.
Extrapolating this to40Ca we find a loading rate of∼ 1.1·108/s. This loading rate would
enable us to detect41Ca in samples enriched to a 1·10−10 level at a rate of 40 atoms per
hour.

In order to find the efficiency from the loading rate we would have to know the total
flux of atoms evaporated from the oven. As was mentioned in section 3.4 we can pre-
sently not measure this number. The estimated beam flux of 5·1013 atoms/s would gives
us an efficiency of 2.2·10−6. This is rather close to the estimated efficiency in chapter 4,
which was 1·10−6 without a 2D compression stage or cooling of the vertical component
during the atomic beam deflection. With sufficient laser power for these extra cooling
stages it was estimated that the efficiency can be increased by a factor of∼ 2100, resul-
ting in a loading rate of 2·1011/s. At this loading rate 741Ca atoms could be detected per
hour at the natural abundance level.
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Figure 5.16: The histograms of the fluorescence in the trap for a low number of trapped atoms.
The three panels correspond to the three data sets shown in figure 5.15. The histograms are fit with
the statistical model developed in chapter 2

5.8 Measuring the isotope abundances

For a measurement of the abundance of41Ca in a sample it is necessary to compare the
amount of41Ca atoms counted to the signal of one of the stable isotopes. This does not
necessarily have to be the signal of the trapped atoms, it could also be a fluorescence
signal in the atomic beam. To calibrate the system the41Ca signal and this reference
signal have to be measured in a series of samples with a known41Ca/40Ca ratio. A
series of calibrated samples in the form of CaCO3 exists in the range of 10−6 to 10−13

[116] which can be used to calibrate the experimental setup. For the processing of these
samples a slightly modified oven has to be built with the ability to heat the sample to
1000◦ C, which is required to dissociate the CaCO3 molecules and obtain a beam of
calcium atoms.
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Figure 5.17: The fluorescence of the calcium isotopes when excited in an atomic beam. The
fluorescence peaks have been fit with Lorentzian profiles with an amplitude corresponding to the
literature values of the isotope abundances

It is therefore not necessary to know the absolute number of the efficiency of the
experimental setup, from oven to detected atom, for the different isotopes. Only relative
values matter; a reference signal should be found that responds similar to a change of
the laser power, for example. For that reason an investigation of the isotope ratio in an
atomic beam and in the trap are important. Here we have special interest in the isotope
43Ca, with a natural abundance of 0.14 %, because it has the same hyperfine structure as
41Ca. The presence of the hyperfine structure might influence the efficiency of different
parts of the experiment.

In an atomic beam

In figure 5.3 besides the fluorescence of40Ca the contribution of42Ca and44Ca could
already be seen. A similar measurement but with a larger scanning range is shown in
figure 5.17. The vertical axis has a logarithmic scale. The peaks of the different isotopes
have been fitted with Lorentzian profiles, all having the same width (38 MHz) and an
amplitude corresponding to the natural abundance as given in table 2.1. The fit curve is
in good agreement with the measured spectrum.46Ca can not be seen in the data because
at this detuning the fluorescence in the wings of the scattering profile of40Ca is larger
than the maximum of the signal of46Ca. Although the fit seems good, the signal of43Ca
is too weak to make an accurate determination of its abundance.
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Table 5.1: The measured abundance of the stable calcium isotopes compared to literature values
from [117]. 44Ca is taken as a reference point, and for 43Ca two values are shown for two different
laser powers (50 mW / 70 mW)

Isotope Measured(%) Literature(%)

40 − 96.94(16)
42 0.68 0.65(2)
43 0.006/0.06 0.14(1)
44 [2.09] 2.09(11)
46 0.005 0.004(3)
48 0.15 0.19(2)

This figure also illustrates the problem of the limited selectivity that can be achieved
in one excitation step. The power of ATTA lies in the fact that the same transition is used
over and over again, adding isotope selectivity in each excitation step.

In the MOT

In order to measure the ratio between the abundance of the various calcium isotopes in
the trap it is not necessary to measure the absolute number of trapped atoms. The ratio
between the fluorescence intensities is sufficient to deduce the abundance ratio. However,
because of the large range in abundances we have to be careful regarding the linearity of
the observed fluorescence with atom number, as was discussed in section 5.4.

The fluorescence intensities of the various trapped isotopes shown in figure 5.12 are
compared to literature values [117] in table 5.1. The absolute amount of40Ca could not be
measured accurately in the same experiment due to the high intensity of the fluorescence:
therefore the relative abundance of the heavier isotopes was compared to44Ca. The
abundance of44Ca was set to the literature value of 2.09%.

For all isotopes except43Ca the agreement is reasonable. In the case of43Ca we
detect for the typically used laser power of∼ 40 mW an amount of fluorescence which
would indicate an abundance of only 0.006%. This corresponds to only∼ 4% of the
literature value. This large discrepancy is due to differences in the cooling and trapping
efficiency of the odd isotopes of calcium: the odd isotopes41Ca and43Ca have a nuclear
spin of I=7/2. The associated magnetic substructure of the ground and the excited state
influences the Doppler cooling force. Comparable observations have been reported for
the odd strontium isotopes [86]. We have adapted the theoretical model developed for
strontium and have solved the generalized optical Bloch equations for the odd calcium
isotopes taking into account all the hyperfine states and their magnetic sub-states. We
find that the maximum deceleration force on the odd isotopes for a one-dimensionalσ+-
σ− optical molasses configuration is only half as strong as that on the even isotopes.
This indicates that the number of photons emitted per trapped atom in a certain period of
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Figure 5.18: The fluorescence of the trapped isotopes for a total laser power of 70 mW. The ratio
between 46Ca and 43Ca is increased by a factor of 12.5 compared to the measurements presented
in figure 5.12, where the total laser power was 50 mW

time is only half that of the even isotopes. This alone cannot explain the reduction of a
factor of 25 in the detection of43Ca. Since the cooling force is weaker this effect could
also limit the efficiency of the deflection and slowing of the odd isotopes. In order to
investigate this issue, we have done a recent experiment where we find that the measured
43Ca abundance depends significantly on the laser-power. The resulting scan over the
different isotopes in the MOT is shown in figure 5.18.

Increasing the total laser-power from 50 mW to 70 mW the ratio between43Ca and
46Ca increases from 1.2 to 15. The ratio of43Ca/46Ca can be more accurately measured
than the ratio with the more abundant isotopes, due to non-linear effects in the detection
system for the very high count rates when measuring44Ca. A ratio of 15 corresponds
to a measured abundance for43Ca of 0.06 %: this is roughly half of the literature value.
This observation indicates clearly that the efficiency of the deflection and the Zeeman
slower is different for the odd and even isotopes, and depends critically on the laser
power available. Thus for the planned investigations on41Ca, the isotope43Ca should be
chosen as reference, due to its expected similar behavior in the experimental scheme.
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5.9 Conclusions

The main experimental achievements are summarized here. At the introduction to this
chapter we defined three experimental goals regarding the isotope selectivity, the detec-
tion of single atoms and the efficiency.

We can conclude that we have reached an isotope selectivity such that the contribution
of 40Ca to the background signal, when measuring any of the other calcium isotopes, is
less then the fluorescence of a single trapped atom, and thereby is not the limiting factor
of the sensitivity. This gives a lower limit for the isotope selectivity of 5· 1013. The
essential step to reach this isotope selectivity is the deflection stage.

The detection of single calcium atoms in the magneto-optical trap was shown to be
possible. The use of a repump laser, increase the average trapping time from 20 ms to
over 200 ms was an important step towards a good signal to noise ratio in these measure-
ments.

The efficiency of the experiment is presently estimated at 1·106. It has been found
that with extra laser power the efficiency can be improved, as is shown by the measure-
ments on the compression stage.

Besides these three main goals we can conclude from the laser power dependence
of the isotope ratio in the trap that it is essential to use a good reference signal for the
conversion of a measured41Ca signal to a41Ca/40Ca ratio. It was found that the isotope
43Ca can probably provide the most reliable reference signal.





Chapter 6

Summary and outlook

In this thesis research has been presented on the development of a novel detection me-
thod for trace elements. The analysis of trace elements is an important tool in a wide
range of research fields. Rare-isotope detection techniques have been essential to many
applications, such as the well-known carbon-dating method. Over the years the promise
of a rare calcium isotope,41Ca, has been recognized by many authors.

Two unique properties make41Ca suitable for a range of possible applications. The
first property is the low abundance of 10−14 with respect to40Ca, which makes up 97 %
of all calcium occurring in nature. This low abundance makes41Ca the most attractive
calcium isotope to be used as a tracer in biomedical research. For example, research of
calcium kinetics in human bone could greatly benefit from an efficient detection techni-
que of41Ca. The second property is its lifetime: a41Ca atom has a half-life of 100,000
years. It is this long lifetime that makes41Ca a candidate for the development of ra-
diocalcium dating. This technique might be applied as an independent dating of ancient
sea-bottom sediments, which contains the record for the history of ice-ages on earth.
However, the very low natural abundance of 10−14 is an enormous experimental challen-
ge. As a consequence the few existing methods are not very practical.

We use the experimental method called Atom Trap Trace Analysis (ATTA). It is
based on the interaction of laser light with the atoms. Generally, when laser light is tuned
to the resonance frequency of an atom, momentum can be transferred from the laser to
the atom. Using the resulting laser force the position and velocity of the atoms can be
manipulated. Small differences in the electronic structure of the calcium isotopes can
then be used to distinguish between the calcium isotopes. However, in a calcium vapor
at room temperature these small differences are completely washed out by the Doppler
effect: the resonance transition is broadened due to the velocity distribution of the atoms.
Before any selection between the isotopes be attempted it is therefore essential to reduce
the velocity spread of the atoms.

The use of the laser light is thus first to reduce the velocity of the atoms so that
a distinction can be made between the different isotopes. Once the velocity spread is
reduced sufficiently the wavelength of the laser light can be tuned to select the isotope
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of interest. The force on each of the isotopes depends on the scattering rate of the laser
light, and for each of the isotopes the maximum of the scattering rate is at a slightly
different frequency. This selection mechanism can be used to assure that only the isotope
of interest can arrive in the magneto-optical trap (MOT). This is the apparatus in which
the detection of the isotopes takes place.

Trapping of the atoms in the MOT is achieved by a combination of 6 laser beams and a
quadrupole magnetic field. The atoms arriving at the trap center are collected and trapped
in a volume of∼ 1 mm3. The average velocity of the atoms in the trap is quickly reduced
to a few m/s and the corresponding temperature of these trapped atoms is therefore only
a few mK above absolute zero. During the time that an atom is in the trap (about 1/50th
of a second) it scatters laser light, which can be measured by sensitive photon-detectors.
The amount of light detected is thus a measure for the amount of atoms in the trap. By
changing the laser frequency the different isotopes can be trapped and their abundance
measured.

In the following we summarize the achievements in realizing the key experimental
goals for the Alcatraz experiment, namely:

1. To evaporate, cool, select and trap calcium isotopes.

2. To reach thesensitivity to detect a single atom arriving in the magneto-optical
trap, such that the abundance of41Ca can be determined by counting the number
of atoms.

3. To reach anisotope selectivityof ≥ 1014 such that the interfering background sig-
nal of 40Ca no longer limits the detection sensitivity of41Ca. Isotope selectivity is
a measure of how much an isotope selection process favors isotope A over isotope
B. Since we are interested in an isotope with a natural abundance of only 10−14 we
need to construct a selection process that favors41Ca over40Ca by at least fourteen
orders of magnitude.

4. To reach anefficiencyin the transfer of atoms from the oven to the trap such that a
measurement of41Ca atoms at a low abundance level can be done in a reasonable
time. The efficiency is defined as the ratio of the number of41Ca atoms that are
detected to the total number of41Ca atoms that leave the oven.

With these requirements in mind we designed and constructed the experimental setup.
The experimental procedure can be summarized as follows. A calcium sample is evapo-
rated from an oven. The resulting atomic beam is slowed down by a counter-propagating
laser-beam in a Zeeman slower. The divergence of the atomic beam can be reduced by
compression with optical molasses directly after the atoms leave the oven. After leaving
the Zeeman slower the resulting slow atoms are deflected by laser beams in the directi-
on of the Magneto-Optical Trap (MOT), where they are captured and detected by their
fluorescence.

We have demonstrated in this thesis the evaporation, compression, slowing and de-
flection of a beam of calcium atoms. We have been able to load the MOT with this atom
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beam, trap the atoms and detect their fluorescence. This was done with all stable calcium
isotopes.

We succeeded in the detection of single calcium atoms in the magneto-optical trap.
Especially challenging for these measurements is the short average trapping time of cal-
cium atoms. Normally a calcium atom is trapped for about 20 ms due to small leak in the
excited state of the trapping transition. We have been able to extend the average trapping
time for the even isotopes to 275±2 ms using a second laser which effectively closes
this leak. For the odd isotope43Ca the trapping time could only be increased to 110±2
ms because of the hyperfine structure induced by the nuclear spin of the odd calcium
isotopes. Nevertheless the demonstration of a trapping time over 100 ms is an important
result, since it opens up the possibility to use a separate loading and detection phase in
the MOT. The use of two separate phases is expected to increase the loading rate and the
detection sensitivity by at least an order of magnitude.

The isotope selectivity and the efficiency of the various parts of the experiment have
been investigated by means of computer simulations. We found it to be essential for
these computer simulations to take into account the random nature of the absorption and
emission processes, and therefore we developed a Monte Carlo simulation program.

First we will discuss the isotope selectivity, then the efficiency. We have reached
an isotope selectivity such that the contribution of40Ca to the background signal, when
measuring any of the other calcium isotopes, is less than the fluorescence of a single
trapped atom, and thereby is not the limiting factor of the sensitivity. We have estima-
ted the number of atoms that leave the oven at 5· 1013 atoms per second. Combining
these numbers we can thus say that the total present experimental isotope selectivity is
> 5·1013. Compared to existing experimental approaches the essential improvement that
enabled us to reach this isotope selectivity was the deflection stage. We have developed
a method to measure the isotope selectivity of the deflection stage and found a selectivity
of at least 5·104.

The measured isotope selectivity of the different parts of the experiment is compared
with estimates from the simulation in table 6.1. We conclude from the simulations that
with the present laser power that is available the estimated isotope selectivity can be suf-
ficient for the detection of41Ca at the natural abundance level. If more laser power would
be available the isotope selectivity can be increased further by adding laser compression
stages directly before the entrance to the Zeeman slower and at the deflection point. The
total power requirement for these two compression stages is roughly 30 mW. We have
done a measurement of the isotope selectivity of a 2D compression stage which gave
good qualitative and quantitative agreement with the simulations.

The total efficiency was experimentally determined from the loading rate of the MOT.
We have been able to measure a loading rate of the MOT of 1.1 · 108 40Ca atoms per
second. For the number of atoms leaving the oven per second we have to rely on an
estimation of 5·1013 atoms per second. Combining these numbers we find a total effici-
ency of 2.2 ·10−6. The partial efficiency of the different components of the experiment
could experimentally not be measured. In table 6.2 the total efficiency of the present ex-
periment is compared with the estimate from the simulation. Added here is an estimated
value of the efficiency that becomes possible if extra laser power would be available to
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Part of the experiment Experimentally demonstratedEstimate from simulation
present possible present possible

Compression@oven � 2·104 � 2·104

Zeemanslower - - 50 50
Deflection > 5·104 > 5·104 105 105

Compression@deflection � - � 10
Trapping - - 2.5·107 2.5·107

Total Isotope selectivity: > 5·1013 - 1.2·1014 2.5·1019

Table 6.1: A comparison of the experimental results on the isotope selectivity of the experiment
with estimates from the simulations. Also indicated is the efficiency that becomes possible by
adding two compression stages to the experiment. ’�’ indicates that this component was not
implemented, ’−’ indicates that this value could not be measured separately

Part of the experiment Experimentally demonstratedEstimate from simulation
present present possible

Total Efficiency: 2·10−6 1·10−6 3·10−2

Table 6.2: A comparison of the experimental results on the efficiency of the experiment with
estimates from the simulations. Also given is the efficiency that becomes possible by adding more
laser power for the compression of the atomic beam and a separate loading and detection phase

add the two above-mentioned compression stages to the experiment. Also the expected
improvement of the efficiency due to the use of a separate loading and detection phase is
taken into account.

The importance of the addition of laser power to be able to implement the compres-
sion stages is clear. Therefore we have performed test measurements on the efficiency of
a compression stage. We found good qualitative and quantitative agreement between the
experiments and simulations, strengthening us in the opinion that it is indeed possible
to greatly improve the efficiency by adding a second laser system with an intensity of at
least 35 mW.

Coming back to the four key experimental goals of the Alcatraz experiment we can
conclude that we have achieved the first three goals, thereby significantly improving the
performance and understanding of the ATTA method. Concerning the fourth goal, the
efficiency we have achieved in the experiment is sufficient to start working on samples
enriched in41Ca. The sensitivity we have reached with ATTA is presently similar to
that of resonance ionization mass spectrometry (RIMS). These two methods can become
very important for biomedical applications of41Ca, where enriched samples are used.
The ease of use and small size offered by ATTA are important issues for use in a clinical
environment.

A measurement of the natural abundance of41Ca would still take too long: but the
experiments and simulations show that by making more laser power available to the
experiment the efficiency can be increased. At the expected efficiency of 3· 10−2 we
could count 36 atoms per hour from sample containing41Ca at a 10−14-level. Such a
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performance would make ATTA the most sensitive41Ca detection method available.
Besides the improvement of the efficiency one of the steps that has to be taken to

get there is to calibrate the experiment. A series of calibrated samples in the range of
10−6 to 10−13 exists [116] which can be used to calibrate the experimental setup. The
calcium in these samples is in the form of CaCO3. A modified oven design, allowing
for higher temperatures of∼ 1000 K which are necessary to dissociate these CaCO3

molecules, is needed to produce a beam of calcium atoms. Such a type of oven has
already been shown ro work. Special care should be taken in the design of this oven to
make sure that the divergence of the atomic beam is kept as small as possible, since we
know that this is the largest loss factor in the experiment. Handling of CaCO3 is also
essential for potential future biomedical applications such as Osteoporosis monitoring or
pharmaceutical studies on medications, to compensate a surplus loss of bone calcium.
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Nederlandse samenvatting

Het zoeken naar een41Ca-atoom is als het zoeken naar een speld in een hooiberg, of
eigenlijk: een speld in tienduizend hooibergen. Dit proefschrift beschrijft een methode
waarmee die speld toch binnen afzienbare tijd opgespoord kan worden.41Ca is een zo-
genaamd sporenelement. De detectie van sporenelementen is een belangrijk gereedschap
in uiteenlopende onderzoeksgebieden. Detectietechnieken voor zeldzame isotopen zijn
van cruciaal belang in vele toepassingen, zoals bijvoorbeeld de welbekende koolstof-
dateringsmethode. Die methode is gebaseerd op het langzame verval van een zeldzaam
koolstof isotoop.

41Ca is om twee redenen een zeer interessant calciumisotoop. Ten eerste komt het
in natuurlijk calcium zeer weinig voor: 14 ordegroottes minder dan40Ca, waaruit 97 %
van het natuurlijk calcium bestaat. Dit maakt41Ca aantrekkelijk als tracer in biomedi-
sche toepassingen. Het onderzoek naar de opbouw en afbraak van calcium in menselijke
botten zou bijvoorbeeld zeer gebaat zijn bij een goede detectiemethode. Dit onderzoek
is nodig om het veel voorkomende probleem van botontkalking beter te begrijpen. Ten
tweede heeft41Ca een zeer lange halfwaardetijd: 100.000 jaar. Dit maakt41Ca een
geschikte kandidaat voor het ontwikkelen van radiocalciumdatering. Met een dergelij-
ke dateringsmethode zouden zeebodemsedimenten onderzocht kunnen worden, die een
belangrijke getuige zijn voor de geschiedenis van de ijstijden op aarde. Door zijn zeld-
zaamheid is41Ca echter ook lastig op te sporen. De detectietechnieken die op dit moment
bestaan, hebben elk hun beperkingen.

De experimentele methode waar het in dit proefschrift over gaat heet Atom Trap
Trace Analysis (ATTA). Deze methode is gebaseerd op de interactie tussen atomen en
laserlicht. Als de frequentie van het laserlicht precies is afgestemd op de resonantie-
frequentie van de atomen, kan een impuls van het laserlicht op de atomen overgebracht
worden. De kracht van de laserstraal kan vervolgens de positie en de snelheid van de
atomen beinvloeden. Het is onze bedoeling om de kleine verschillen die bestaan in de
structuur van de calciumisotopen te gebruiken om die isotopen te onderscheiden. Die
verschillen zorgen er namelijk voor dat elk isotoop bij een andere laserfrequentie een
maximum aan fotonen absorbeert. De verschillen zijn echter zo klein dat ze in een gas
op kamertemperatuur niet waar te nemen zijn, omdat de atomen niet allemaal dezelf-
de snelheid hebben. Hierdoor treedt het Dopplereffect op: de atomen nemen, door hun
respectievelijke snelheid, de frequentie van de laser op een andere manier waar. Om de
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Figuur 6.1: Een schematisch overzicht van het experiment. De atomen worden verdampt uit een
oven. Ze hebben dan een snelheid van ongeveer duizend meter per seconde. Vanuit de oven worden
ze de Zeemanafremmer ingeleid. De afremmer remt de gemiddelde snelheid van de atomen af tot
zo’n vijftig meter per seconde. De scheider buigt met behulp van laserlicht de gewenste isotopen
af naar de magneto-optische val, waar de atomen worden ingevangen en gedetecteerd

isotopen te kunnen selecteren, moet dus eerst hun snelheid gelijkmatiger worden. Ook
hiervoor wordt laserlicht ingezet. Als de snelheid dan voldoende omlaag gebracht is,
gebruiken we de golflengte van het laserlicht om het gewenste isotoop te selecteren. Dit
selectiemechanisme zorgt ervoor dat het mogelijk is alleen de gewenste isotopen in de
val te lokken.

Die ’val’ is het onderdeel van de experimentele opstelling waar het allemaal om
draait. De opstelling bestaat uit een oven waarin een calciummonster verdampt wordt.
Op het moment dat de oven de calciumatomen uitstoot, komen ze in de zogenoemde
Zeemanafremmer. In deze buis vindt de hierboven beschreven snelheidsgelijktrekking
plaats. De snelste atomen worden het meest afgeremd, de langzamere minder. Door een
listig opgezet magnetisch veld in de buis kan een verstoring door Dopplereffect omzeild
worden. Dit magnetisch veld wordt veroorzaakt door een koperen spoel die om de buis is
gewikkeld, en heeft tot gevolg dat de atomen onafhankelijk van hun snelheid altijd maxi-
maal het laserlicht absorberen. Als de atomen aan het eind van de buis aankomen valt het
magnetisch veld plotseling weg. Op dat moment hebben alle atomen ongeveer dezelfde
snelheid, ingesteld op 50 m/s. Het verstorende effect van de verschillende snelheden is
hierdoor zodanig onderdrukt dat nu directe selectie van de isotopen kan plaatsvinden.
De stroom atomen die de Zeemanafremmer verlaat wordt onder een hoek van 30 graden
met een laserbundel gekruist. De frequentie van deze laserbundel kan precies op n van
de calciumisotopen worden afgesteld. Het gevolg is dat alleen deze isotoop een kracht
ondervindt en richting de val wordt afgebogen.

Ook de val bestaat weer uit laserlicht gecombineerd met een magnetisch veld. Nu
zijn de laserbundels, 6 in totaal, zo opgesteld dat de atomen van alle kanten naar het
centrum van de val worden geduwd. De laserbundels hebben een diameter van ongeveer
1,5 cm. De atomen worden door de laserbundels verzameld in het centrum van de val
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Figuur 6.2: Fluorescentiesignaal gemeten in de magneto-optische val, als functie van de tijd. Aan
de hoogte van het signaal is te zien of er geen (alleen achtergrondsignaal door strooilicht van de
lasers), n of twee atomen in de val aanwezig zijn

waar zij een klein wolkje van ongeveer 1 mm doorsnede vormen. Afhankelijk van de
instroomsnelheid van de atomen kunnen hier tot enkele miljoenen atomen tegelijkertijd
worden verzameld. Dit wolkje is met het blote oog te zien: het licht dat gebruikt wordt
om de atomen te vangen wordt ook weer uitgezonden, waardoor de atomen zichtbaar
opgloeien. Op de foto die is afgebeeld op de voorpagina van dit proefschrift, genomen
door een venster van de val, is een wolkje40Ca atomen als een felle lichtgevende punt
te zien. Aan de hoeveelheid licht die door de atomen wordt uitgezonden kunnen we
zien hoeveel atomen er in de val zijn verzameld. Bij het meten aan de zeer zeldzame
41Ca atomen is de instroomsnelheid van de atomen zo laag dat maar eens per minuut
een atoom de val bereikt. De gemiddelde tijd dat een atoom in de val gevangen blijft
is slechts een vijftigste seconde: er zit in dat geval dus nooit meer dan n atoom in de
val. De hoeveelheid41Ca kunnen we nu alleen bepalen door gedurende een meettijd
van een paar uur te tellen hoe vaak er een atoom ingevangen wordt. Het meten van
het zeer zwakke lichtsignaal van een enkel gevangen atoom was een van de grootste
experimentele uitdagingen van het onderzoek. Toch is dit uiteindelijk gelukt. Met behulp
van een extra laser konden we de atomen tien keer langer in de val houden, waardoor het
meten van het zwakke lichtsignaal eenvoudiger werd. Het resultaat van deze meting
waarop enkele atomen te zien zijn is weergegeven in figuur 6.2.

Op dit moment is de opstelling al geschikt voor bovengenoemde biomedische toe-
passingen. Hiervoor worden monsters gebruikt die verrijkt zijn met extra41Ca. Door
het gebruik van extra laservermogen kan de efficientie van de opstelling nog verhoogd
worden. Met een verdubbeling van het laservermogen, een groter magnetisch veld in de
Zeemanafremmer en compressiefases voor de Zeemanafremmer en de afbuigfase, zou de
effectiviteit nog zeer sterk verbeteren. Dat zou de opstelling ook voor de andere genoem-
de toepassing, radiocalciumdatering, geschikt maken.
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Het onderzoek aan zeldzame calciumisotopen begon voor mij ruim vier jaar geleden. Op
zoek naar een interessante promotieplaats kwam ik weer terug in Groningen, waar juist
op dat moment een spannend onderzoeksproject in de startblokken stond. Het voorstel
was geschreven, het geld was (zo goed als) binnen, maar de kamer waarin het experiment
moest komen werd nog gebruikt als opslagruimte. Een bezoeker die nu diezelfde ruimte
binnenloopt ziet deze bijna geheel gevuld met optische tafels, glimmend roestvrijstalen
vacuumkamers, veel electronische apparatuur, een wirwar van kabels en de zwakke gloed
van blauw-paars laserlicht dat weerkaatst van een groot aantal spiegeltjes. Het was voor
mij een groot plezier om deze opstelling gedurende de jaren te zien groeien tot wat hij
nu is. Een groot aantal mensen heeft bijgedragen aan het totstandkomen van deze opstel-
ling en heeft de metingen die in dit proefschrift beschreven zijn mogelijk gemaakt. Die
mensen wil ik hier graag daarvoor bedanken.

Natuurlijk was het onderzoek nooit mogelijk geweest zonder mijn beide promotores,
Ronnie Hoekstra en Reinhard Morgenstern. Vanaf het begin heb ik van hen veel ruimte
gekregen om zelf vorm en richting te geven aan het onderzoek. Ronnie creëert op zijn
geheel eigen wijze een stimulerende en tegelijkertijd ontspannen werkomgeving waar-
door ik elke dag met plezier aan de slag kon gaan. Op ieder moment kon ik voor elk
onderwerp bij hem binnen lopen. Reinhard heeft zowel aan het begin van dit project
als bij het schrijven van het proefschrift een belangrijke bijdrage geleverd, ondanks zijn
toenemende betrokkenheid bij de organisatie van de faculteit.

Zonder de goede sfeer binnen de Atoomfysicagroep was mijn promotieperiode on-
getwijfeld niet zo leuk geweest als nu. De regelmatige groepsetentjes, de vrijdagmid-
dagborrels, het strakke schema van koffiedrinken om 10 uur ’s ochtends, lunch om 12:00
precies en weer koffie om 15:00 uur ’s middags, de studieweken in Parijs en Gent, het
bemachtigen van een souvenir op elke conferentie, het klaverjassen in Lunteren en het
tafeltennissen in de kelder, al deze ingredienten zorgden ervoor dat er altijd een hech-
te groep leuke collega’s was. Ik ben blij dat ik daar deel van uitgemaakt heb, ook al
bestudeerde ik als enige binnen de Atoomfysicagroep uitsluitend neutrale deeltjes. Ik
wil jullie, Guido Lubinski, Jan Willem Turkstra, Omar Hadjar, Danyal Winters, Zoltan
Juhasz, Steven Knoop, Mirko Unipan, Abel Robin, Jur de Vries, Thomas Schlathölter,
Dennis Bodewits, Albert Mollema, Fresia Alvarado Chacon, Gabriel Hasan en Herwig
Ott, dan ook graag bedanken voor de leuke tijd.
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Ik heb het geluk gehad dat een aantal studenten in de loop der jaren graag voor lan-
gere of kortere tijd wilde meewerken aan het experiment. Dit heb ik altijd erg leuk
gevonden, vooral omdat deze studenten, met de frisse blik van iemand die voor het eerst
probeert te begrijpen wat er nu eigenlijk allemaal gebeurt met die calciumatomen, elke
keer wel een aantal stimulerende vragen wisten te bedenken die mij ook weer op een
andere manier naar het experiment lieten kijken. Bovendien heb ik door deze hulp nooit
lang alleen aan het experiment hoeven werken, en het is toch prettig om je enthousiasme
te kunnen delen. Het meeste invloed hebben Carolijn van Ditzhuijzen en Albert Mollema
gehad, die elk ongeveer een jaar lang meegewerkt hebben voor hun afstudeeronderzoek.
Carolijn heeft als ’Monte Carlo Baby’ een belangrijke bijdrage geleverd aan de simula-
ties die in dit proefschrift beschreven staan, en Albert heeft niet alleen een onvergetelijke
indruk achtergelaten met zijn ’bakjes’, maar heeft ook meegewerkt aan de detectie van
een enkel atoom in de val. Ik ben blij dat ze allebei verder zijn gegaan met experimenteel
onderzoek, en ik twijfel er niet aan dat Albert, die mijn onderzoek zal voortzetten, in zijn
proefschrift mooie metingen aan de41Ca-atomen uit een neanderthalerbot kan laten zien.
Verder hebben Marie Gallais en Maiss Chahid uit Bordeaux een half jaar meegelopen en
hebben Wouter van Essen, Shan Junjun, Esther Polak, Wilbert Kruithof, Martijn Reicher
en Thijs Hollink hun korte stages aan onderdelen van het onderzoek gewijd. Bedankt!

Tijdens het opzetten van het experiment onstond er in de ruimte naast ons nog een
nieuw lab: het laserlab van Triµp. De samenwerking met onze buren is vaak nuttig
en plezierig geweest, en ik wil Lorenz Willmann, Umakanth Dammalapati en Gerald
Ebberink graag bedanken voor de waardevolle hulp die ik bijvoorbeeld bij het in gebruik
nemen van de repump-laser heb gekregen.

Doordat het experiment helemaal ontworpen en gebouwd moest worden, hebben veel
van de technische afdelingen van het KVI, vooral in het begin van het project, een belang-
rijke rol gespeeld. Zonder de betrokkenheid van Jan Mulder was het niet gelukt. Hij heeft
gedurende de eerste twee jaar van het project voornamelijk gewerkt aan het ontwerp en de
bouw van de oventjes, de vacuumkamer voor de MOT en de Zeemanslower. Zodra dui-
delijk werd dat het lastig zou zijn om voldoende laservermogen te produceren bleef Jan
nadenken over creatieve plannen om zoveel mogelijk laserlicht te besparen, en zijn en-
thousiasme voor het project was zeker aanstekelijk. De Zeemanslower is uiteindelijk een
indrukwekkend apparaat geworden dat alleen door de goede samenwerking tussen bijna
alle afdelingen van het KVI tot stand kon komen. Ik wil graag speciaal Jan Sa bedanken,
want dankzij zijn vakmanschap in de werkplaats en omdat hij actief bleef meedenken
van ontwerp tot installatie, kon de bouw van de Zeemanslower zo goed verlopen. Gedu-
rende de afgelopen jaren heeft bijna iedereen van de werkplaats, de electronica-afdeling,
de tekenkamer, de vacuumdienst en het IT-beheer wel iets voor het Alcatraz-experiment
gedaan. Door mijn activiteiten voor de personeelsvereniging heb ik veel collega’s op een
informele manier beter leren kennen, bijvoorbeeld bij een Movie- of Unrealnight. Alfred
Felzel wil ik vooral bedanken voor de vele gezellige movie-nights (misschien was een
concessie aan het grote publiek, dus met iets minder Lynch-films, toch beter geweest...)
en de vele malen dat we Go hebben gespeeld. Dankzij het internet is onze laatste Go-
partij nog niet gespeeld!
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Harro Meijer, Hans Wilschut en Klaus Wendt wil ik graag bedanken voor het zorgvul-
dig en kritisch doorlezen van het manuscript van mijn proefschrift. Hans Wilschut stond
als mede-auteur van het onderzoeksvoorstel aan de wieg van dit project, ruim voordat
ik eraan begon. Harro Meijer is tijdens de opbouw van het experiment meerdere ma-
len gëınteresseerd langsgekomen om de voortgang van het experiment te volgen. Klaus
Wendt, a special thanks to you for your detailed comments and suggestions after reading
my thesis manuscript. I have always liked our encounters at various conferences, both
for the discussion of the experimental progress and for a beer in the evening.

Zoals pieken en dalen een natuurlijk onderdeel zijn van experimenteel natuurkundig
onderzoek heeft de rest van mijn leven de afgelopen jaren naast hoogtepunten ook diep-
tepunten gekend. Ik kijk nu terug op een intensieve en onvergetelijke periode. Zonder
jullie, Rolf, Joost, Ruth, Maarten, Gerrit, Netty, Alma, Michiel, Sybrand en mijn ove-
rige familie en vrienden, maar vooral zonder jou, Jonna, was de afgelopen periode veel
zwaarder, saaier en eenzamer geweest. Nu deze periode is afgesloten kijk ik daarom ook
vol spanning en vertrouwen uit naar de nieuwe dingen die gaan komen!




